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EditorialEditorial
A publication that integrates and breaks new groundA publication that integrates and breaks new ground

IIdeas are like children... They spring up deas are like children... They spring up 
unexpectedly but then ripen until it's time to free them into unexpectedly but then ripen until it's time to free them into 
the world. the world. The Irish Field Archery MonthlyThe Irish Field Archery Monthly  is that child  is that child 
embarking on its first journey. And while it is a great and embarking on its first journey. And while it is a great and 
wonderful adventure, once the first step is taken it wonderful adventure, once the first step is taken it 
becomes a trial with an outcome that cannot be easily becomes a trial with an outcome that cannot be easily 
exaggerated. Field archery in its current form and exaggerated. Field archery in its current form and 
concept, or even a phenomenon (I think that's the most concept, or even a phenomenon (I think that's the most 
appropriate term) has become something more than just a appropriate term) has become something more than just a 
sport. Particularly here in Ireland, where, compared to sport. Particularly here in Ireland, where, compared to 
other European countries, respect and appreciation of other European countries, respect and appreciation of 
another human being is deeply rooted, which in this case another human being is deeply rooted, which in this case 
is of colossal importance for, as I believe, it will spare us is of colossal importance for, as I believe, it will spare us 
various threats awaiting along this Grand Journey.various threats awaiting along this Grand Journey.

I would like this Magazine to be something more I would like this Magazine to be something more 
than just a medium mirroring reality. I hope it will become than just a medium mirroring reality. I hope it will become 
the voice of the field archery community in Ireland for it the voice of the field archery community in Ireland for it 
seems such a voice is lacking. Of course not from the seems such a voice is lacking. Of course not from the 
formal point of view, since the community is very well formal point of view, since the community is very well 
organized, there is IFAF with its great new website, a organized, there is IFAF with its great new website, a 
thriving SIFA, there are other reenactment clubs and thriving SIFA, there are other reenactment clubs and 
historical societies that use the bow in the field, but we historical societies that use the bow in the field, but we 
also need a medium with the power of the press platform also need a medium with the power of the press platform 
where everyone can find a place for themselves, where everyone can find a place for themselves, 
regardless of which federation or club they belong to. I regardless of which federation or club they belong to. I 
would like would like The Irish Field Archery MonthlyThe Irish Field Archery Monthly  to match  to match 
such link with the capacity of connecting and bringing such link with the capacity of connecting and bringing 
people together, just as it happens when we meet every people together, just as it happens when we meet every 
Sunday at the ranges. Sunday at the ranges. 

As an open medium, As an open medium, TIFAMTIFAM is hoping for your  is hoping for your 
input - write to us on matters that are important to you, input - write to us on matters that are important to you, 
send photos, share ideas - no voice will be left unserved. send photos, share ideas - no voice will be left unserved. 
We are here to bridge and bond, to show, and to look for We are here to bridge and bond, to show, and to look for 
new ways. We're here for you.new ways. We're here for you.

Editor-in-ChiefEditor-in-Chief
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UKIFACUKIFAC

The competition will held in Woodville House, Mountelliott, New Ross, Co.The competition will held in Woodville House, Mountelliott, New Ross, Co.
Wexford, Y34 WP93Wexford, Y34 WP93

Woodville House and ParklandWoodville House and Parkland

The house is set in the centre of a working farm and is approached by longThe house is set in the centre of a working farm and is approached by long
avenues through parkland planted with specimen trees including Sequoia, cedar,avenues through parkland planted with specimen trees including Sequoia, cedar,
pines, cypress and a recent addition the Wollemi pine. The resident flock of sheeppines, cypress and a recent addition the Wollemi pine. The resident flock of sheep
grazes the pasture land, a scene unchanged for two hundred years.grazes the pasture land, a scene unchanged for two hundred years.

A laurel shrubbery to the front of the house is also planted with colourfulA laurel shrubbery to the front of the house is also planted with colourful
flowering cherry, Paulownia, Crinodendron, and Catalpa, and leads down to theflowering cherry, Paulownia, Crinodendron, and Catalpa, and leads down to the
double tennis courts which in turn leads to the water garden. Started in 1963 bydouble tennis courts which in turn leads to the water garden. Started in 1963 by
Peter and Irene Roche and planted under the embankment of the old New Ross toPeter and Irene Roche and planted under the embankment of the old New Ross to
Macmine Junction Railway,  the water  garden is a tranquil  haven of shade andMacmine Junction Railway,  the water  garden is a tranquil  haven of shade and
water-loving  plants:  ferns,  hostas,  Arisarum proboscideum (the  fetching  mousewater-loving  plants:  ferns,  hostas,  Arisarum proboscideum (the  fetching  mouse
plant), Clematis, Astilbe and trilliums, as well as Cornus controversa and others. Aplant), Clematis, Astilbe and trilliums, as well as Cornus controversa and others. A
series  of  dropping  pools  are  shaded  by  majestic  oaks  and  a  Metasequoiaseries  of  dropping  pools  are  shaded  by  majestic  oaks  and  a  Metasequoia
glyptostroboides (the dawn redwood).glyptostroboides (the dawn redwood).

Shooting styles and DivisionsShooting styles and Divisions

The tournament allows for all IFAA divisions and shooting styles.The tournament allows for all IFAA divisions and shooting styles.

Woodville House, https://woodvillegardens.ieWoodville House, https://woodvillegardens.ie
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ParticipationParticipation

Only archers who belong to one of the five member associations of theOnly archers who belong to one of the five member associations of the
UKIFAC may compete at UKIFAC as full entrants.UKIFAC may compete at UKIFAC as full entrants.

Members of other IFAA associations may be accepted into the competition at theMembers of other IFAA associations may be accepted into the competition at the
discretion of the host as ‘Guests’.discretion of the host as ‘Guests’.

All participants must hold a valid IFAA classification/scorecard with at leastAll participants must hold a valid IFAA classification/scorecard with at least
two  signed  official  scores,  present  their  IFAA  classification/scorecard  at  thetwo  signed  official  scores,  present  their  IFAA  classification/scorecard  at  the
registration along with their current national association membership card and beregistration along with their current national association membership card and be
prepared to provide proof of age for any division other than ‘Adult’. prepared to provide proof of age for any division other than ‘Adult’. 

SheduleShedule

Friday 8th JulyFriday 8th July Saturday 9th JulySaturday 9th July Sunday 10th JulySunday 10th July

12 – 6 pm12 – 6 pm
Registration and Bow-Registration and Bow-

checkcheck
Practice range openPractice range open

8 – 9 am8 – 9 am
Registration and Bow-Registration and Bow-

checkcheck
Practice range openPractice range open

9:30 am9:30 am
Muster, welcome speechMuster, welcome speech

and safety briefingand safety briefing
9:45 am9:45 am

Walk-out to targetWalk-out to target
10:15 am10:15 am

Commence shootingCommence shooting

8 – 9 am8 – 9 am
Practice range openPractice range open

Registration and Bow-Registration and Bow-
check (single day entrantscheck (single day entrants

only, if applicable)only, if applicable)
9:15 am9:15 am
MusterMuster

9:30 am9:30 am
Walk-out to targetWalk-out to target

9:45 am9:45 am
Commence shootingCommence shooting

5 – 6 pm5 – 6 pm
Awards presentationAwards presentation

UKIFAC UKIFAC rulesrules

The Field and Hunter rounds must be shot in accordance with ARTICLE VThe Field and Hunter rounds must be shot in accordance with ARTICLE V
– OFFICIAL ROUNDS in the IFAA’s Book of Rules– OFFICIAL ROUNDS in the IFAA’s Book of Rules

Championship Details:Championship Details:

A 28 target Hunter and a 28 target Field round shall be shot.A 28 target Hunter and a 28 target Field round shall be shot.

The UKIFAC shall accept entries from all bowstyle, age and gender groupsThe UKIFAC shall accept entries from all bowstyle, age and gender groups
as set out within the IFAA Book of Rules. Only those styles set out in the IFAA Bookas set out within the IFAA Book of Rules. Only those styles set out in the IFAA Book
of Rules shall be recognised by the UKIFAC.of Rules shall be recognised by the UKIFAC.

Entry  to  individuals  who  are  not  members  of  one  of  the  five  UKIFACEntry  to  individuals  who  are  not  members  of  one  of  the  five  UKIFAC
associations may be accepted into the competition at the discretion of the hostassociations may be accepted into the competition at the discretion of the host
such individuals must be treated as guest and not part of the championship. Thesesuch individuals must be treated as guest and not part of the championship. These
individuals  MUST,  however  be  a  member  of  an  IFAA association  and  in  goodindividuals  MUST,  however  be  a  member  of  an  IFAA association  and  in  good
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standing with that association – it shall be for the host to verify that an individualstanding with that association – it shall be for the host to verify that an individual
meets these pre-conditions. All entrants of non-UKIFAC associations shall competemeets these pre-conditions. All entrants of non-UKIFAC associations shall compete
as guests.as guests.

Shooting Groups:Shooting Groups:

- Adults - Adults [all divisions][all divisions]
Groups shall consist of no less than 3 and up to 6 adult archers.Groups shall consist of no less than 3 and up to 6 adult archers.

- Juniors- Juniors
Groups shall consist of no less than 3 and up to 6 junior archers. If there Groups shall consist of no less than 3 and up to 6 junior archers. If there are  notare  not
enough juniors to make a group of any combination of styles they must be groupedenough juniors to make a group of any combination of styles they must be grouped
with a parent or with a parent or shooting  “guardian”  who  shall  be  agreed  before  shootingshooting  “guardian”  who  shall  be  agreed  before  shooting
commences.commences.

- Cubs- Cubs
Unless cub minders are provided cubs shall  shoot with a parent or  a shootingUnless cub minders are provided cubs shall  shoot with a parent or  a shooting
“guardian” who shall be agreed before shooting commences. Groups must consist“guardian” who shall be agreed before shooting commences. Groups must consist
of at least 3 adult archers plus the cub/cubs. The group will be decided on the styleof at least 3 adult archers plus the cub/cubs. The group will be decided on the style
of the parent or guardian not the cub. Cubs may not therefore be shooting head toof the parent or guardian not the cub. Cubs may not therefore be shooting head to
head. Cubs do not count as scorers in a group. Multiple cub entries from one familyhead. Cubs do not count as scorers in a group. Multiple cub entries from one family
will be split between the parents if possible.will be split between the parents if possible.

Entry Standard:Entry Standard:

All archers entering the competition must be full members of the nationalAll archers entering the competition must be full members of the national
association on whose behalf they are entering, it shall be the responsibility of theassociation on whose behalf they are entering, it shall be the responsibility of the
hosting  nation  to  confirm  that  the  entrant  is  a  member  of  their  respectivehosting  nation  to  confirm  that  the  entrant  is  a  member  of  their  respective
association  and  is  in  good  standing  with  them.  All  archers  must  have  shot  aassociation  and  is  in  good  standing  with  them.  All  archers  must  have  shot  a
minimum of two classification shoots in the 12 months prior to the competition andminimum of two classification shoots in the 12 months prior to the competition and
MUST present proof in the form of their membership/classification card issued byMUST present proof in the form of their membership/classification card issued by
their  association.  Archers  failing  to  produce  documentary  proof  oftheir  association.  Archers  failing  to  produce  documentary  proof  of
membership/classification  at  the  registration  of  the  event  WILL BE  REFUSEDmembership/classification  at  the  registration  of  the  event  WILL BE  REFUSED
ENTRY to the competition and will forfeit their entry fee.ENTRY to the competition and will forfeit their entry fee.

In the case of any guest shooters granted admission to the competition theIn the case of any guest shooters granted admission to the competition the
same conditions shall apply.same conditions shall apply.
Competition AwardsCompetition Awards

In the case of any guest shooters granted admission to the competition theIn the case of any guest shooters granted admission to the competition the
same conditions shall apply.same conditions shall apply.

The title UK & Ireland Champion and a Champion patch shall be awardedThe title UK & Ireland Champion and a Champion patch shall be awarded
in every division and style provided that there are more than two persons in thatin every division and style provided that there are more than two persons in that
division. Where there is only one competitor in a style or division he/she must shootdivision. Where there is only one competitor in a style or division he/she must shoot
a minimum of ‘B’ class scores based on the average of the two scores from botha minimum of ‘B’ class scores based on the average of the two scores from both
days of shooting to be declared Champion and receive the award.days of shooting to be declared Champion and receive the award.
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All winners in Veteran, Cub and Junior bow styles shall be awarded the titleAll winners in Veteran, Cub and Junior bow styles shall be awarded the title
UK & Ireland Champion and Champion patch irrespective of the number of personsUK & Ireland Champion and Champion patch irrespective of the number of persons
in that division and shall not be subject to the style thresholds.in that division and shall not be subject to the style thresholds.

Class awards shall be awarded for the winners of ‘B’ and ‘C’ classes only.Class awards shall be awarded for the winners of ‘B’ and ‘C’ classes only.
Guest awards shall be awarded at the discretion of the host.Guest awards shall be awarded at the discretion of the host.

Team CompetitionTeam Competition

The host shall accept team entries from the national representatives onThe host shall accept team entries from the national representatives on
behalf  of  their  member  associations.  Any  team entry  so  submitted  must  be  inbehalf  of  their  member  associations.  Any  team entry  so  submitted  must  be  in
writing,  along  with  the  appropriate  fee  as  decided  by  the  host,  prior  to  thewriting,  along  with  the  appropriate  fee  as  decided  by  the  host,  prior  to  the
commencement of shooting on day 1. Entries submitted late will only be acceptedcommencement of shooting on day 1. Entries submitted late will only be accepted
on the unanimous vote of the other 4 nations.on the unanimous vote of the other 4 nations.

Team Member EligibilityTeam Member Eligibility

Each member of the National Team shall:Each member of the National Team shall:

1. Be a registered member of the IFAA member association of that country and:1. Be a registered member of the IFAA member association of that country and:
a. Be a national of that country by birth or naturalisation, ora. Be a national of that country by birth or naturalisation, or
b. Have resided in that country for a period of 90 consecutive days in theb. Have resided in that country for a period of 90 consecutive days in the

preceding twelve preceding twelve monthsmonths
2.  Not  have  shot  as  a  member  of  a  National  Team of  another  IFAA member2.  Not  have  shot  as  a  member  of  a  National  Team of  another  IFAA member
association in the preceding twelve months.association in the preceding twelve months.

Team AwardTeam Award

The host shall make an award to the winner of the team event. Runner upThe host shall make an award to the winner of the team event. Runner up
awards shall be at the discretion of the host.awards shall be at the discretion of the host.

Team StructureTeam Structure

Each nation may enter a team of up to six archers in the following styles:Each nation may enter a team of up to six archers in the following styles:

1 x FU1 x FU
1 x BU1 x BU
1 x FS (Recurve or Compound)1 x FS (Recurve or Compound)
1 x BB (Recurve or Compound)1 x BB (Recurve or Compound)
1 x BH (Recurve or Compound)1 x BH (Recurve or Compound)
1 x LB/HB1 x LB/HB

Each member of the National Team shall:Each member of the National Team shall:

It  is  accepted that  from year  to year it  may not  be possible for  all  theIt  is accepted that  from year  to year it  may not  be possible for  all  the
nations to submit a full six person team and that reducing the team size and stylesnations to submit a full six person team and that reducing the team size and styles
entered can be a matter of negotiation between the host and the team managers toentered can be a matter of negotiation between the host and the team managers to
reach a format to which everyone agrees with. In the event of a shortage, it  isreach a format to which everyone agrees with. In the event of a shortage, it  is
permitted for certain styles to ‘shoot up’ e.g. Recurve against Compound. However,permitted for certain styles to ‘shoot up’ e.g. Recurve against Compound. However,
it is not permitted to ‘shoot down’.it is not permitted to ‘shoot down’.
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Archers in the Cub, Junior or Professional divisions will not be eligible forArchers in the Cub, Junior or Professional divisions will not be eligible for
the team event.the team event.

UKIFAC Shooting RecordsUKIFAC Shooting Records

The UKIFAC is a record status shoot and as such all record scores shall beThe UKIFAC is a record status shoot and as such all record scores shall be
recorded and kept and shall be recognized as UKIFAC records. Up to date recordsrecorded and kept and shall be recognized as UKIFAC records. Up to date records
will be made available at the competition for the information of the participants.will be made available at the competition for the information of the participants.

Protest CommitteeProtest Committee

A Protest Committee will  consider and rule on all  disputes and protestsA Protest Committee will  consider and rule on all  disputes and protests
submitted at the tournament.submitted at the tournament.

Protests must be submitted in writing, along with the appropriate fee asProtests must be submitted in writing, along with the appropriate fee as
decided by the host, no later than one-hour after completion of that day’s shooting.decided by the host, no later than one-hour after completion of that day’s shooting.
All particulars of the protest, including witnesses to the incident, must be containedAll particulars of the protest, including witnesses to the incident, must be contained
within the written submission, only the evidence in the written submission shall bewithin the written submission, only the evidence in the written submission shall be
considered. If the subject of the protest is an individual then that individual must beconsidered. If the subject of the protest is an individual then that individual must be
informed that a protest has been submitted in respect of them.informed that a protest has been submitted in respect of them.

The Protest Committee shall only consider protests in relation to the RulesThe Protest Committee shall only consider protests in relation to the Rules
of Shooting. All other matters will be referred to the tournament host.of Shooting. All other matters will be referred to the tournament host.

The  Protest  Committee shall  hear  all  evidence submitted,  eye  witness,The  Protest  Committee shall  hear  all  evidence submitted,  eye  witness,
verbal or written, including any defense to the protest and shall make a decisionverbal or written, including any defense to the protest and shall make a decision
based on the evidence and in the interest of natural justice. The outcome of theirbased on the evidence and in the interest of natural justice. The outcome of their
deliberations shall be given in writing.deliberations shall be given in writing.

In the case where the protest is upheld by the Protest Committee they shallIn the case where the protest is upheld by the Protest Committee they shall
have the power to make such judgements as they feel would adequately resolvehave the power to make such judgements as they feel would adequately resolve
the protest up to and including expulsion from the competition.the protest up to and including expulsion from the competition.

Where  the  protest  is  upheld  the  protest,  fee  shall  be  returned  to  theWhere  the  protest  is  upheld  the  protest,  fee  shall  be  returned  to  the
individual making the protest, if the protest is not upheld the fee shall be forfeit andindividual making the protest, if the protest is not upheld the fee shall be forfeit and
shall go to the host nation of the tournament.shall go to the host nation of the tournament.

No person may submit a protest on behalf of another person.No person may submit a protest on behalf of another person.
No cub may submit a protest.No cub may submit a protest.

Protest Committee StructureProtest Committee Structure

The Protest Committee shall be made up of 5 persons, one from each ofThe Protest Committee shall be made up of 5 persons, one from each of
the national associations who are currently members of the UKIFAC group. Thesethe national associations who are currently members of the UKIFAC group. These
can be the national representatives or such individuals as agreed and appointed bycan be the national representatives or such individuals as agreed and appointed by
their national association.their national association.
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NEWS:NEWS:
CCongratulations and recognitionongratulations and recognition for the achievements of the best for the achievements of the best
archers and top archery clubs! Despite many difficulties  archers and top archery clubs! Despite many difficulties  2021  2021  was a successfulwas a successful
year. The archers broke many records, new clubs were established and some ofyear. The archers broke many records, new clubs were established and some of
the  competitors,  including  the  awarded  three,  proved  that  even  in  pandemicthe  competitors,  including  the  awarded  three,  proved  that  even  in  pandemic
conditions it is still possible to set new records and work on improving the form.conditions it is still possible to set new records and work on improving the form.

IFAF IFAF League 2021 results:League 2021 results:
Top Archers 2021:Top Archers 2021:

 First First

Michelle Michelle JayJay
 Second Second

Helen KavanaghHelen Kavanagh
  Third   Third 

Don BradleyDon Bradley

  

Top Clubs 2020:Top Clubs 2020:
      FirstFirst

Laois Laois 
     Second Second

WexfordWexford
 Third Third

  DunbrodyDunbrody
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Tatar LoreTatar Lore
By Marcin MalekBy Marcin Malek

Tatars  appeared  on  theTatars  appeared  on  the
European  historical  stage  asEuropean  historical  stage  as
early as the first half of the 13thearly as the first half of the 13th
century.  The  name  originallycentury.  The  name  originally
referred to one of the Mongolianreferred to one of the Mongolian
tribes.  With  the  rise  of  the  vasttribes.  With  the  rise  of  the  vast
Mongol  Empire,  it  wasMongol  Empire,  it  was
subsequently adopted to includesubsequently adopted to include
all of the tribes united by Temujinall of the tribes united by Temujin
(Genghis Khan).(Genghis Khan).

The  empire,  formed  byThe  empire,  formed  by
the conquests of Genghis Khan and his heirs in the early part of the 13th century,the conquests of Genghis Khan and his heirs in the early part of the 13th century,
encompassed more than half of Asia and nearly all of Eastern Europe. Its westernencompassed more than half of Asia and nearly all of Eastern Europe. Its western
part soon became an independent state called the Golden Horde. Its inhabitantspart soon became an independent state called the Golden Horde. Its inhabitants
were a cultural-ethnic mosaic formed by the assimilation of Mongol invaders withwere a cultural-ethnic mosaic formed by the assimilation of Mongol invaders with
the Turkic-speaking Kipchaks, from whom they adopted their  culture,  language,the Turkic-speaking Kipchaks, from whom they adopted their  culture,  language,
and religion (Islam). They were generally referred to as "Tatars". By the first half ofand religion (Islam). They were generally referred to as "Tatars". By the first half of
the  15th  century,  the  Golden  Horde  had  broken  up  into  several  independentthe  15th  century,  the  Golden  Horde  had  broken  up  into  several  independent
khanates that fought fiercely against each other.khanates that fought fiercely against each other.

„Men with «wings by their feet, and a heart by their heels». That is how„Men with «wings by their feet, and a heart by their heels». That is how
Rev. Stanisław Wojeński wrote about the Tatars of the Crimean Khanate in 1684.Rev. Stanisław Wojeński wrote about the Tatars of the Crimean Khanate in 1684.
Such is the abridged and most precise description of these warriors. For they wereSuch is the abridged and most precise description of these warriors. For they were
distinguished by improbable marching speed, but equally by the ability to avoiddistinguished by improbable marching speed, but equally by the ability to avoid
needless  confrontations.  They were  perfect  plunderers  with  expeditions  usuallyneedless  confrontations.  They were  perfect  plunderers  with  expeditions  usually
aimed at pillaging the enemy's territory  rather than fighting.  […] The enormousaimed at pillaging the enemy's territory  rather than fighting.  […] The enormous
stride speed often resulted in surprise. Hence, surprise led to victory. In 1568 Juliusstride speed often resulted in surprise. Hence, surprise led to victory. In 1568 Julius
Ruggieri  wrote about  the Perekopian Tatars that  they were ravaging the PolishRuggieri  wrote about  the Perekopian Tatars that  they were ravaging the Polish
lands with «indescribable speed». Furthermore: «they race swiftly and for a longlands with «indescribable speed». Furthermore: «they race swiftly and for a long
time at horseback, and whilst routing vast distances each bears a plaintiff horse intime at horseback, and whilst routing vast distances each bears a plaintiff horse in
his hand so to shift from a tired mount to an animal that shows greater energy». Hehis hand so to shift from a tired mount to an animal that shows greater energy». He
also rightly added that «Tatars like to ride fast and long»”.also rightly added that «Tatars like to ride fast and long»”.

A little earlier, the Polish chronicler Jan Dlugosz expressed himself in thisA little earlier, the Polish chronicler Jan Dlugosz expressed himself in this
respect  regarding  the  Tatars  themselves  and  the  reasons for  their  advent  intorespect  regarding  the  Tatars  themselves  and  the  reasons for  their  advent  into
Christian Europe: Christian Europe: "The most gracious and best Lord, angered by the ugly filthiness"The most gracious and best Lord, angered by the ugly filthiness
and unworthy foul  deeds of  the Poles,  of  which they have sinned,  defying Hisand unworthy foul  deeds of  the Poles,  of  which they have sinned,  defying His
majesty  by  numerous  injustices  and  abuses,  moved  against  them  a  wild  andmajesty  by  numerous  injustices  and  abuses,  moved  against  them  a  wild  and
barbarous tribe of Tatars".barbarous tribe of Tatars".
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This passage clearly and at the same time quite emphatically explains theThis passage clearly and at the same time quite emphatically explains the
author's  approach  towards  the  causes  and  reason  for  the  invasion.  So  it  isauthor's  approach  towards  the  causes  and  reason  for  the  invasion.  So  it  is
something that bears no rational characteristics:  something that bears no rational characteristics:  "[…] it is a calamity allowed by"[…] it is a calamity allowed by
Heaven  upon  the  Christian  nation  in  God's  just  judgment".  The  Tatar  tribe  isHeaven  upon  the  Christian  nation  in  God's  just  judgment".  The  Tatar  tribe  is
"destined to purge the Poles and other Christians of their  infidelities,  guilt,  and"destined to purge the Poles and other Christians of their  infidelities,  guilt,  and
crimes. This explains the cruelty and barbarity of the invader. For they are a hellishcrimes. This explains the cruelty and barbarity of the invader. For they are a hellish
pack rather than a nation. Strangeness, emphasized by eerie and savage customspack rather than a nation. Strangeness, emphasized by eerie and savage customs
appears here more as a feature of demons than of people. And consequently, theirappears here more as a feature of demons than of people. And consequently, their
respect for places of worship and clerics is unfamiliar to them. "He besieges tightlyrespect for places of worship and clerics is unfamiliar to them. "He besieges tightly
both the castle and the Town of Sandomierz on all sides. Having captured them atboth the castle and the Town of Sandomierz on all sides. Having captured them at
last,  (the  Tatars)  kill  the  abbot  of  Koprzywnica  and  all  the  brothers  of  thelast,  (the  Tatars)  kill  the  abbot  of  Koprzywnica  and  all  the  brothers  of  the
Koprzywnica  monastery  of  the  Cistercian  order,  as  well  as  a  large  number  ofKoprzywnica  monastery  of  the  Cistercian  order,  as  well  as  a  large  number  of
clergymen […] In spite of the fact that the priests, monks, and other people in theclergymen […] In spite of the fact that the priests, monks, and other people in the
service of the church went out to greet them with processions and relics of saints toservice of the church went out to greet them with processions and relics of saints to
appease their fury, the Tatars, however, having murdered in the cruelest manner allappease their fury, the Tatars, however, having murdered in the cruelest manner all
the clergy and servants of God, took the precious vessels of the church turningthe clergy and servants of God, took the precious vessels of the church turning
them to their wicked use, scattered the relics of saints everywhere on the ground,them to their wicked use, scattered the relics of saints everywhere on the ground,
and set the churches on fire.[...]"and set the churches on fire.[...]"

Today we have numerous sources that were beyond Dlugosz's reach. IToday we have numerous sources that were beyond Dlugosz's reach. I
drew here primarily on two, where the image of the Tatars is the most profound.drew here primarily on two, where the image of the Tatars is the most profound.
These are two accounts of an envoy sent by Pope Innocent IV to the Great KhanThese are two accounts of an envoy sent by Pope Innocent IV to the Great Khan
Gujuk in the Karakorum. This deputation, led by John (Giovanni) di Piano Carpini,Gujuk in the Karakorum. This deputation, led by John (Giovanni) di Piano Carpini,
set out from Lyons on April 16, 1245. Composed only of Franciscans (Carpini wasset out from Lyons on April 16, 1245. Composed only of Franciscans (Carpini was
also  one),  it  was  certainly  attended  by  Stephen  (also  called  Czeslaw)  fromalso  one),  it  was  certainly  attended  by  Stephen  (also  called  Czeslaw)  from
Bohemia, and Benedict  Polak, a monk from Wroclaw (as a translator,  since heBohemia, and Benedict  Polak, a monk from Wroclaw (as a translator,  since he
knew Polish, Ruthenian, and Latin). Not quite certain is the participation of anotherknew Polish, Ruthenian, and Latin). Not quite certain is the participation of another
Wroclaw Franciscan, C. de Bridia; some literature assumes that he took part in theWroclaw Franciscan, C. de Bridia; some literature assumes that he took part in the
deputation as far as the Volga River (Easter, April 8, 1246), where the Mongols ofdeputation as far as the Volga River (Easter, April 8, 1246), where the Mongols of
Batu Khan's  group  detained  some of  the deputies,  allowing only  Benedict  andBatu Khan's  group  detained  some of  the deputies,  allowing only  Benedict  and
Carpini to go to Karakorum (from August 24 to September 13, 1246, stay with theCarpini to go to Karakorum (from August 24 to September 13, 1246, stay with the
Great Khan). After their return from the capital, the monks reunited (May 25, 1247)Great Khan). After their return from the capital, the monks reunited (May 25, 1247)
and returned together.  Another  account  holds that de Bridia had not  been oneand returned together.  Another  account  holds that de Bridia had not  been one
among the deputies. Carpini returned to Lyon at the end of 1247.among the deputies. Carpini returned to Lyon at the end of 1247.

  The first of these accounts were written down by Carpini; it is titled "HistoryThe first of these accounts were written down by Carpini; it is titled "History
of the Mongols" (Historia Mongalorum quos nos Tartaros appellamus). He wrote itof the Mongols" (Historia Mongalorum quos nos Tartaros appellamus). He wrote it
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after his return from his mission. The author of the second account is C. de Bridiaafter his return from his mission. The author of the second account is C. de Bridia
under the title " History of the Tatars" (Historia Tartarorum). It  is dated July 30,under the title " History of the Tatars" (Historia Tartarorum). It  is dated July 30,
1247, so it is slightly prior. 1247, so it is slightly prior. 

  The manuscript of the "History of the Tatars" was found not long ago, inThe manuscript of the "History of the Tatars" was found not long ago, in
1957 in the United States. It constituted a set with a world map and part of the work1957 in the United States. It constituted a set with a world map and part of the work
"Speculum historiale by Vincent de Beauvais". It was first published in the 1960s."Speculum historiale by Vincent de Beauvais". It was first published in the 1960s.

Scholars  to  dateScholars  to  date
point  towards  thepoint  towards  the
reliance of both worksreliance of both works
on the oral account ofon the oral account of
Benedict  Polak,Benedict  Polak,
whose  tales  revolvedwhose  tales  revolved
throughout  thethroughout  the
European  itinerary  ofEuropean  itinerary  of
the  deputation.  Hethe  deputation.  He
seems  to  have  beenseems  to  have  been
the author of Carpini'sthe author of Carpini's
report and his accountreport and his account
formed  the  basis  forformed  the  basis  for
de  Bridia.  The  twode  Bridia.  The  two

accounts are very similar and differ essentially in details. However, referring backaccounts are very similar and differ essentially in details. However, referring back
to Dlugosz's account, we see that in his assessment everything proves to be ato Dlugosz's account, we see that in his assessment everything proves to be a
deliberate act. The hatred aimed at the church and the clergy is not accidental, onedeliberate act. The hatred aimed at the church and the clergy is not accidental, one
would  rather  say  that  it  is  intentional.  Such  hostility  is  directed  only  by  Satanwould  rather  say  that  it  is  intentional.  Such  hostility  is  directed  only  by  Satan
himself, and therefore the enmity that the barbarians show against the clergy is ahimself, and therefore the enmity that the barbarians show against the clergy is a
projection  of  a  similar,  even  the  same  old  deity's  enmity  that  the  devil  showsprojection  of  a  similar,  even  the  same  old  deity's  enmity  that  the  devil  shows
against God. So the weapon against Satan and his hordes is true holiness andagainst God. So the weapon against Satan and his hordes is true holiness and
prayer:  prayer:  "[…] Yet when for several days (the Tatars - author's note) besieged the"[…] Yet when for several days (the Tatars - author's note) besieged the
town without attempting of seizing it (the castle), Brother Czeslaw of the Order oftown without attempting of seizing it (the castle), Brother Czeslaw of the Order of
Preachers,  a  Pole  by  origin,  the first  Prior  of  the  Monastery of  St.  Adalbert  inPreachers,  a  Pole  by  origin,  the first  Prior  of  the  Monastery of  St.  Adalbert  in
Wroclaw, who alone with the brethren of his order and other believers took refugeWroclaw, who alone with the brethren of his order and other believers took refuge
at the castle of Wroclaw, repulsed the siege with a tearful prayer to the God. Forat the castle of Wroclaw, repulsed the siege with a tearful prayer to the God. For
when he lasted in prayer, a fiery pillar descended from the sky above his head andwhen he lasted in prayer, a fiery pillar descended from the sky above his head and
illuminated  with  an  indescribably  blinding  light  the  entire  area  and  the  city  ofilluminated  with  an  indescribably  blinding  light  the  entire  area  and  the  city  of
Wroclaw. Under the influence of this unusual phenomenon, the hearts of the TatarsWroclaw. Under the influence of this unusual phenomenon, the hearts of the Tatars
were gripped with fear and astonishment to such an extent that, having abandonedwere gripped with fear and astonishment to such an extent that, having abandoned
the siege, they fled rather than left. [...] The holy woman Jadwiga, staying in thethe siege, they fled rather than left. [...] The holy woman Jadwiga, staying in the
monastery  in  Trzebnica  together  with  the  girls  who  vowed  their  virginity  asmonastery  in  Trzebnica  together  with  the  girls  who  vowed  their  virginity  as
Cistercian nuns, fearing not so much for herself as for the nuns, entrusted bothCistercian nuns, fearing not so much for herself as for the nuns, entrusted both
herself and the sisters, as well as the entire property of the monastery, also the wifeherself and the sisters, as well as the entire property of the monastery, also the wife
of her son Henryk, princess Anna and many other outstanding women and matronsof her son Henryk, princess Anna and many other outstanding women and matrons
to be taken from Trzebnica, a town with neither artificial nor natural fortifications, toto be taken from Trzebnica, a town with neither artificial nor natural fortifications, to
Krosno,  a castle  situated at the confluence of the Odra and Bober rivers.  SheKrosno,  a castle  situated at the confluence of the Odra and Bober rivers.  She
remained there in peace all the while the Tatars were ravagingremained there in peace all the while the Tatars were ravaging   the Silesian land.the Silesian land.
[…]"[…]"
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The first  passageThe first  passage
tells how a fervent prayertells how a fervent prayer
saved  the  servant  ofsaved  the  servant  of
God. The second revealsGod. The second reveals
how  the  care  of  thehow  the  care  of  the
saintly Duchess Jadwigasaintly Duchess Jadwiga
(later  to  be  canonized)(later  to  be  canonized)
saved  the  women  fromsaved  the  women  from
the  Tatars  ravaging  thethe  Tatars  ravaging  the
region.  Dlugoszregion.  Dlugosz
consistently builds in ourconsistently builds in our
imagination  an  image ofimagination  an  image of
an  unstoppable  hordean  unstoppable  horde
destroying  everything  indestroying  everything  in
its  path.  Only  turning  toits  path.  Only  turning  to
God  may  ensureGod  may  ensure
salvation. This is logical:salvation. This is logical:
God moved the Tatars toGod moved the Tatars to
attack,  He ordered themattack,  He ordered them

to plunder, ravage and kill as a means of punishing sinful Christians, so only theto plunder, ravage and kill as a means of punishing sinful Christians, so only the
Lord himself can save the people from their menace.Lord himself can save the people from their menace.

Contemporaries  John  di  Piano  Carpini  and  C.  de  Bridia  describe  theContemporaries  John  di  Piano  Carpini  and  C.  de  Bridia  describe  the
history of the Tatars, the conquests of Genghis Khan, and his heirs, in a factual andhistory of the Tatars, the conquests of Genghis Khan, and his heirs, in a factual and
unemotional way. Neither of them spoke of divine intervention, or of a higher powerunemotional way. Neither of them spoke of divine intervention, or of a higher power
that  would  have  prompted  the  Mongols  to  act.  Their  view expressed  is  purelythat  would  have  prompted  the  Mongols  to  act.  Their  view expressed  is  purely
pragmatic. In their cold analysis of the invaders' motives, they did not doubt thatpragmatic. In their cold analysis of the invaders' motives, they did not doubt that
their only goal was territorial conquest. Both scholars also fail to see the hostility totheir only goal was territorial conquest. Both scholars also fail to see the hostility to
Christians and the church that Dlugosz attributed to the Tatars. On the contrary, it isChristians and the church that Dlugosz attributed to the Tatars. On the contrary, it is
known that  the Tatars were veryknown that  the Tatars were very
tolerant  in  religious  matters  andtolerant  in  religious  matters  and
even accepted the religions of theeven accepted the religions of the
conquered peoples. However, theconquered peoples. However, the
letters  of  Pope  Innocent  IV,letters  of  Pope  Innocent  IV,
encouraging the Khan of Guiuk toencouraging the Khan of Guiuk to
convert,  were  refused:  theconvert,  were  refused:  the
Mongols  valued  theirMongols  valued  their
independence  and  freedom  ofindependence  and  freedom  of
religion  beyond  measure.religion  beyond  measure.
Although  many  of  them  wereAlthough  many  of  them  were
Nestorians  (which  is  alsoNestorians  (which  is  also
mentioned  by  Carpini).  Dlugosz,mentioned  by  Carpini).  Dlugosz,
not being original in this respect,not being original in this respect,
equips  the  Tatars  with  magicalequips  the  Tatars  with  magical
skills,  which  he  asserts  afterskills,  which  he  asserts  after
describing the phenomenon of thedescribing the phenomenon of the
use  of  dazzling  gas,  which  wasuse  of  dazzling  gas,  which  was
incomprehensible to himself: incomprehensible to himself: 
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"There used to be in among"There used to be in among
the other flags of the Tatarthe other flags of the Tatar
army  an  enormous  one,army  an  enormous  one,
upon  which  stood  such  aupon  which  stood  such  a
sign as X. On the top of thesign as X. On the top of the
banner spar bore the imagebanner spar bore the image
of a nasty black head with aof a nasty black head with a
bearded  chin.  When  thebearded  chin.  When  the
Tatars drew back and wereTatars drew back and were
inclined to  flee,  the ensigninclined to  flee,  the ensign
of  the  banner  began  toof  the  banner  began  to
shake this head as hard asshake this head as hard as
he  could,  Instantly  from  ithe  could,  Instantly  from  it
arose and spread over thearose and spread over the
whole  Polish  army  steam,whole  Polish  army  steam,
smoke and a mist  of  suchsmoke and a mist  of  such
terrible  stench  the  fightingterrible  stench  the  fighting
Poles,  weakened  andPoles,  weakened  and
hardly  ripe  for  action.  It  ishardly  ripe  for  action.  It  is
known  that  the  Tatars,  asknown  that  the  Tatars,  as
far back as the beginning offar back as the beginning of
their  existence  up  to  thetheir  existence  up  to  the
present  time,  have  alwayspresent  time,  have  always
applied in wars and beyondapplied in wars and beyond
the art and skill of prophecy,the art and skill of prophecy,
divination,  foretelling,  anddivination,  foretelling,  and
sorcery, and that they havesorcery, and that they have
also  applied  it  in  the  fightalso  applied  it  in  the  fight
waged against the Poles atwaged against the Poles at
that time. Nor is there anythat time. Nor is there any
other among the barbarousother among the barbarous

nations that believe more in their divination, foretelling, and sorcery when somenations that believe more in their divination, foretelling, and sorcery when some
action must be taken."action must be taken."

It is appropriate to give over a word of explanation here. The chroniclers ofIt is appropriate to give over a word of explanation here. The chroniclers of
that time, unable to find a reasonable explanation for the unusual properties ofthat time, unable to find a reasonable explanation for the unusual properties of
these gases, attributed them to the Black Magic. Dlugosz seems to have acceptedthese gases, attributed them to the Black Magic. Dlugosz seems to have accepted
their approach as something that has to be taken for granted, all the more eagerlytheir approach as something that has to be taken for granted, all the more eagerly
since it matched his vision. Although Carpini confirms that this type of weapon wassince it matched his vision. Although Carpini confirms that this type of weapon was
in use, neither he nor de Bridia report any similar incidents at Legnica. What isin use, neither he nor de Bridia report any similar incidents at Legnica. What is
even more surprising, since both of them knew the course of the battle from theeven more surprising, since both of them knew the course of the battle from the
invaders themselves. Dlugosz consistently builds a vision of the Tatars as a hordeinvaders themselves. Dlugosz consistently builds a vision of the Tatars as a horde
spawned out of  "hell". Executors of divine judgment. In this way, he seems tospawned out of  "hell". Executors of divine judgment. In this way, he seems to
emphasize their  unearthly origin.  By drawing attention to the fact that they useemphasize their  unearthly origin.  By drawing attention to the fact that they use
supernatural powers, he implies that the only possible way to fight such an enemysupernatural powers, he implies that the only possible way to fight such an enemy
is to place oneself under the protection of the Supreme Powers.is to place oneself under the protection of the Supreme Powers.

Noteworthy are the references to the customs and disposition of the Tatars.Noteworthy are the references to the customs and disposition of the Tatars.
In this respect the chroniclers go word for word, basically agreeing with each other.In this respect the chroniclers go word for word, basically agreeing with each other.

Crimean Tatar, an engraving from the work HistoryaCrimean Tatar, an engraving from the work Historya
Krymu, Ka muków, Kozaków i Astrachanu, Kraków 1810;łKrymu, Ka muków, Kozaków i Astrachanu, Kraków 1810;ł
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Carpini:  Carpini:  "The  physical"The  physical
appearance  of  the  inhabitants  (ofappearance  of  the  inhabitants  (of
the country of the Tatars - author'sthe country of the Tatars - author's
note) differs from that of any othernote) differs from that of any other
people.  The  spaces  between  thepeople.  The  spaces  between  the
eyes and cheeks are wider on themeyes and cheeks are wider on them
than  on  others.  The  cheeks  alsothan  on  others.  The  cheeks  also
stand  out  quite  far  from the  jaws.stand  out  quite  far  from the  jaws.
Noses are flat and undersized; eyesNoses are flat and undersized; eyes
appear small, with eyelids raised upappear small, with eyelids raised up
to the eyebrows. As a rule,  with ato the eyebrows. As a rule,  with a
few  exceptions,  they  are  wellfew  exceptions,  they  are  well
proportioned  around  the  waist;proportioned  around  the  waist;
nearly all are of medium height. Thenearly all are of medium height. The
great majority of tartars have a verygreat majority of tartars have a very
little ingrown beard. Some, however,little ingrown beard. Some, however,
wear a slight hair above the upperwear a slight hair above the upper
lip and on the chin, that is not shorn.lip and on the chin, that is not shorn.
They  all  have  tonsures  on  theirThey  all  have  tonsures  on  their
heads and generally shave a three-heads and generally shave a three-
finger wide strip from one ear to thefinger wide strip from one ear to the
other so that the shaven area joinsother so that the shaven area joins
the  aforementioned  tonsure.the  aforementioned  tonsure.
Likewise, they all shave their foreheads about two fingers wide; however, they letLikewise, they all shave their foreheads about two fingers wide; however, they let
the  hair  situated  between  the  tonsure  and  the  cut  strip  fall  down  towards  thethe  hair  situated  between  the  tonsure  and  the  cut  strip  fall  down  towards  the
eyebrows […]”.eyebrows […]”.  

According  to  Długosz,  According  to  Długosz,  "[...]  they  feed  on  horse  milk,  meat  and  blood,"[...]  they  feed  on  horse  milk,  meat  and  blood,
uncooked food and raw meat, especially millet mixed with horse blood. They hateuncooked food and raw meat, especially millet mixed with horse blood. They hate
bread, salt, and all delicacies [...] they are content with meager food that is easy tobread, salt, and all delicacies [...] they are content with meager food that is easy to
prepare [...]” prepare [...]”  Carpini, as usual, went into more detail as far as his descriptions lead Carpini, as usual, went into more detail as far as his descriptions lead
him. „him. „[...] They nourish themselves with everything that can be eaten.  For they eat[...] They nourish themselves with everything that can be eaten.  For they eat
dogs, wolves, foxes, and horses, and when necessary - human flesh. [...] they livedogs, wolves, foxes, and horses, and when necessary - human flesh. [...] they live
on the dregs which come out with the foals of a (birthing) mare. And we have evenon the dregs which come out with the foals of a (birthing) mare. And we have even
seen them eating lice as well. For they used to say: "Should I not eat these, sinceseen them eating lice as well. For they used to say: "Should I not eat these, since
they consume the flesh of my son and drink his blood?" Likewise, We have seenthey consume the flesh of my son and drink his blood?" Likewise, We have seen
that  they  eat  mice.  [...]  If  they  have  mare's  milk,  they  drink  it  in  enormousthat  they  eat  mice.  [...]  If  they  have  mare's  milk,  they  drink  it  in  enormous
quantities.  By the same token, they also drink sheep's,  cow's,  goat's  and evenquantities.  By the same token, they also drink sheep's,  cow's,  goat's  and even
camel's milk. So they also boil jaggery with water, making it so diluted that theycamel's milk. So they also boil jaggery with water, making it so diluted that they
may not eat it, but drink it. Each of them takes one cup or two of this, and they eatmay not eat it, but drink it. Each of them takes one cup or two of this, and they eat
nothing else during the day; but in the evening they are given a piece of meat andnothing else during the day; but in the evening they are given a piece of meat and
drink meat broth [...]"drink meat broth [...]"

Dlugosz thought of the Tatars as "a wicked people, cruel both from theirDlugosz thought of the Tatars as "a wicked people, cruel both from their
disposition and in their behavior [...] Among themselves, they may be polite, kind,disposition and in their behavior [...] Among themselves, they may be polite, kind,
faithful,  truthful,  and humane.  To strangers,  they are initially  friendly,  but  in thefaithful,  truthful,  and humane.  To strangers,  they are initially  friendly,  but  in the
course  of  time  could  become  cunning,  deceitful,  lying,  and  intrusive  in  theircourse  of  time  could  become  cunning,  deceitful,  lying,  and  intrusive  in  their
demands. They take willingly but neither of them likes to give. demands. They take willingly but neither of them likes to give. Carpini is of a similarCarpini is of a similar
opinion:  opinion:  "[...]  They  are  very  conceited  towards  others  and  show  contempt  for"[...]  They  are  very  conceited  towards  others  and  show  contempt  for
everyone, considering them almost as nothing, no matter if they were people ofeveryone, considering them almost as nothing, no matter if they were people of
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high or poor origin. [...]  At first, they promise great benefits but eventually inflicthigh or poor origin. [...]  At first, they promise great benefits but eventually inflict
inhuman cruelty beyond measure.  inhuman cruelty beyond measure.  De Bridia didn't make a good name for themDe Bridia didn't make a good name for them
either: either: […] For their promise is like that of a scorpion, which, although it seems to[…] For their promise is like that of a scorpion, which, although it seems to
entice by its form, yet wounds suddenly with a poisonous blade of fire. […]"entice by its form, yet wounds suddenly with a poisonous blade of fire. […]"

All  three  repeatAll  three  repeat
the  same  opinion,the  same  opinion,
that  the  Tartars  atthat  the  Tartars  at
first  flatter  strangers,first  flatter  strangers,
but  then  turn  out  tobut  then  turn  out  to
be  slandered.  Also,be  slandered.  Also,
each of the historianseach of the historians
cited  above  has  acited  above  has  a
similarly  bad opinionsimilarly  bad opinion
of their  (the Tartars')of  their  (the Tartars')
veracity  andveracity  and
character.  It  seemscharacter.  It  seems
that  at  that  timethat  at  that  time
these  were  alreadythese  were  already
common  beliefscommon  beliefs
(perhaps  even(perhaps  even
originating from bothoriginating from both
Franciscans).Franciscans).
Importantly  -  theseImportantly  -  these
have survived to thehave survived to the
time of Dlugosz, whotime of Dlugosz, who
also  gives  detailsalso  gives  details
about  theabout  the
characteristics of thecharacteristics of the
Tatars'  body:  Tatars'  body:  "They"They
endured the frost  asendured the frost  as
well as the heat.... orwell as the heat.... or
in  the  art  ofin  the  art  of

swimming, for the Tatars are famous for it above all nations of the world." swimming, for the Tatars are famous for it above all nations of the world." A similarA similar
sentence in Carpini's annals:  sentence in Carpini's annals:  "They endure great frost while riding on horseback;"They endure great frost while riding on horseback;
they also endure excessive heat."they also endure excessive heat."
  

Strangely  enough,  Dlugosz  does  not  mention  anything  concerning  theStrangely  enough,  Dlugosz  does  not  mention  anything  concerning  the
nomadic nature of the Tatars, which is indicative of Carpini. Meanwhile, we find thenomadic nature of the Tatars, which is indicative of Carpini. Meanwhile, we find the
Polish chronicler's opinion that the Mongols were excellent swimmers, somethingPolish chronicler's opinion that the Mongols were excellent swimmers, something
unknown among the other two. To sum up, Dlugosz's acquaintance with the Tatarsunknown among the other two. To sum up, Dlugosz's acquaintance with the Tatars
is very general and largely based on the stereotypes prevailing at his time, or onis very general and largely based on the stereotypes prevailing at his time, or on
accounts taken from other, not necessarily reliable sources. Likely, Dlugosz himselfaccounts taken from other, not necessarily reliable sources. Likely, Dlugosz himself
did not have any encounter with this nation, and therefore he may be mistaken indid not have any encounter with this nation, and therefore he may be mistaken in
some details. Although, admittedly, he quotes much the same information as thesome details. Although, admittedly, he quotes much the same information as the
Franciscans, which only confirms their veracity.Franciscans, which only confirms their veracity.

They said that a Tatar without a horse was like an eye without a pupil. InThey said that a Tatar without a horse was like an eye without a pupil. In
fact,  a  horse  meant  everything  to  him.  It  served  as  a  carrier,  river  crosser,fact,  a  horse  meant  everything  to  him.  It  served  as  a  carrier,  river  crosser,
companion in battle, source of food, and field kitchen. companion in battle, source of food, and field kitchen. 

Tatar cavalry captain according to a painting from 1660,Tatar cavalry captain according to a painting from 1660,
Tadeusz Korzon's engraving.Tadeusz Korzon's engraving.
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The Tatars called their horses loshaks. They were considered small and ugly, butThe Tatars called their horses loshaks. They were considered small and ugly, but
incredibly  tough  and  self-sufficient.  Marcin  Paszkowski  (17th-century  historian),incredibly  tough  and  self-sufficient.  Marcin  Paszkowski  (17th-century  historian),
who transcribed the memoirs of Jakub Kimikowski from Tatar and Turkish captivity,who transcribed the memoirs of Jakub Kimikowski from Tatar and Turkish captivity,

reported:  reported:  "Horses in their country are called "loshaks". Although not magnificent,"Horses in their country are called "loshaks". Although not magnificent,
with slender necks but sturdy and strong, so they always endure the hardest workwith slender necks but sturdy and strong, so they always endure the hardest work
and the worst hunger. Like their riders, they too live only on roots dug out of the soiland the worst hunger. Like their riders, they too live only on roots dug out of the soil
with a hoof. And when they cross the river laden with their gains, they attach towith a hoof. And when they cross the river laden with their gains, they attach to
their mounts two sheaves of straw, on the one side floating the spoil, whereon thetheir mounts two sheaves of straw, on the one side floating the spoil, whereon the
captive women and children float  on the other;  and he himself,  clinging to  thecaptive women and children float  on the other;  and he himself,  clinging to  the
horse's tail, thus goes the pagan forth to his home.”horse's tail, thus goes the pagan forth to his home.”

Later chroniclers also reported on the strange dietary habits of the Tatars.Later chroniclers also reported on the strange dietary habits of the Tatars.
They became both a legend and an alleged testimony to the ruthlessness of theseThey became both a legend and an alleged testimony to the ruthlessness of these
nomadic  people  as  reported  by  Carpini,  de  Brida,  and  Dlugosz  well  beforenomadic  people  as  reported  by  Carpini,  de  Brida,  and  Dlugosz  well  before
Paszkowski’s time. Paszkowski’s time. 

Other armies of the era either carried provisions on carts or requisitionedOther armies of the era either carried provisions on carts or requisitioned
them from the residents of the passing territories. They usually did both. Thanks tothem from the residents of the passing territories. They usually did both. Thanks to
their horses, the Tatars were self-sufficient.  Paszkowski  noted:  their  horses, the Tatars were self-sufficient.  Paszkowski  noted:  "While marching"While marching
forcibly they always have food at their  disposal, that is mare's milk, which theyforcibly they always have food at their  disposal, that is mare's milk, which they
drink raw, of which they swell up like hogs. It is considered the best drink after alldrink raw, of which they swell up like hogs. It is considered the best drink after all
kinds of work. Cossacks claim that when a Tartar chambul (squadron) ventures farkinds of work. Cossacks claim that when a Tartar chambul (squadron) ventures far
away and runs out of grains, meat, and milk, they slit the veins in their horses' legsaway and runs out of grains, meat, and milk, they slit the veins in their horses' legs
to relieve their hunger and thirst with their blood.”to relieve their hunger and thirst with their blood.”

The custom of slitting horses'  veins and draining their  blood to quenchThe custom of slitting horses'  veins and draining their  blood to quench
hunger and thirst was confirmed also by Alexander Guagnini (Venetian-born Polishhunger and thirst was confirmed also by Alexander Guagnini (Venetian-born Polish

1838 Russian Engraving Tatar Horsemen.1838 Russian Engraving Tatar Horsemen.
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writer,  military  officer,  and  chronicler)  as  well  as  Maciej  of  Miechów  (Polishwriter,  military  officer,  and  chronicler)  as  well  as  Maciej  of  Miechów  (Polish
Renaissance scholar and professor of Jagiellonian University). Renaissance scholar and professor of Jagiellonian University). 

In  his  work  published  in  1517,  the  scholar  from  Cracow  wrote:  In  his  work  published  in  1517,  the  scholar  from  Cracow  wrote:  "They"They
cripple their horses and drunk blood out - pure or with millet. They eat the meat ofcripple their horses and drunk blood out - pure or with millet. They eat the meat of
cattle and horses semi-raw. With great pleasure on their part, they consume thecattle and horses semi-raw. With great pleasure on their part, they consume the
flesh of horses fallen on the previous day from old age or some disease, cuttingflesh of horses fallen on the previous day from old age or some disease, cutting
only the ill spots they devour the rest."only the ill spots they devour the rest."

Due to the lack of protective armorDue to the lack of protective armor
(only the wealthiest ones possessed(only the wealthiest ones possessed
such  gear)  and  the  weakness  ofsuch  gear)  and  the  weakness  of
their offensive weapons, the Tatars'their offensive weapons, the Tatars'
primary  tactic  was  to  engage  theprimary  tactic  was  to  engage  the
enemy with bows and arrows, oftenenemy with bows and arrows, often
from  horseback,  thereby  avoidingfrom  horseback,  thereby  avoiding
close  combat.  In  an  apparentclose  combat.  In  an  apparent
retreat,  they  tried  to  ambush  anretreat,  they  tried  to  ambush  an
adversary  distracted  by  the  chaseadversary  distracted  by  the  chase
and  break  them  up,  takingand  break  them  up,  taking
advantage  of  their  great  numericaladvantage  of  their  great  numerical
superiority.  When  this  wassuperiority.  When  this  was
impossible, the Tatars tended not toimpossible, the Tatars tended not to
fight. Taking advantage of the speedfight. Taking advantage of the speed
would  simply  move  away.  If  thewould  simply  move  away.  If  the
enemy  had  strong  horses  andenemy  had  strong  horses  and
stubbornly pursued the fleeing ones,stubbornly pursued the fleeing ones,
then,  as  Wojeński  notes:  then,  as  Wojeński  notes:  "They"They
throw  off  their  saddles  to  relievethrow  off  their  saddles  to  relieve
their  horses,  then strip  naked,  andtheir  horses,  then strip  naked,  and
finally  throw  their  weapons  away,finally  throw  their  weapons  away,
just to escape."just to escape."

The first Tatars arrived into the lands under Lithuanian Grand Duke's ruleThe first Tatars arrived into the lands under Lithuanian Grand Duke's rule
at  the  beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century.  The  full  development  of  Tatarat  the  beginning  of  the  fourteenth  century.  The  full  development  of  Tatar
colonization,  however,  did  not  occur  until  the reign of  Grand Duke Vytautas  incolonization,  however,  did  not  occur  until  the reign of  Grand Duke Vytautas  in
1392-1430.  At  that  time,  larger  groups  of  Tatars  arrived,  mainly  as  a  result  of1392-1430.  At  that  time,  larger  groups  of  Tatars  arrived,  mainly  as  a  result  of
internal struggles and lost wars. Among the newcomers were voluntary emigrants,internal struggles and lost wars. Among the newcomers were voluntary emigrants,
fugitive claimants to the throne, members of the ruling family, mercenaries, andfugitive claimants to the throne, members of the ruling family, mercenaries, and
prisoners of war. Vytautas welcomed them willingly. He granted lands and in return,prisoners of war. Vytautas welcomed them willingly. He granted lands and in return,
they were obliged to military service. Their colonies were allowed to build mosques.they were obliged to military service. Their colonies were allowed to build mosques.
Also, they could marry local  women,  and the offspring from these unions wereAlso, they could marry local  women,  and the offspring from these unions were
raised in the Muslim faith. Their traditional nomadic-pastoral lifestyle evolved into araised in the Muslim faith. Their traditional nomadic-pastoral lifestyle evolved into a
sedentary,  agricultural  one.  Mostly  settled  near  the  castles  and  the  Teutonicsedentary,  agricultural  one.  Mostly  settled  near  the  castles  and  the  Teutonic
Knights' border, which they were supposed to protect. Knights' border, which they were supposed to protect. 

During  the  15th  century,  the  number  of  Tatars  in  the  Grand  DuchyDuring  the  15th  century,  the  number  of  Tatars  in  the  Grand  Duchy
increased due to further immigration. In addition to voluntary settlers, prisoners ofincreased due to further immigration. In addition to voluntary settlers, prisoners of
war  were also brought  in  from numerous battles with  the Ordnans.  They werewar  were also brought  in  from numerous battles with  the Ordnans.  They were
settled under different laws in royal and noble towns and villages. In contrast tosettled under different laws in royal and noble towns and villages. In contrast to

Tatar Horseman - postcardTatar Horseman - postcard
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their  free  relatives,  farmers,  and  military  men,  they  usually  worked  in  craftstheir  free  relatives,  farmers,  and  military  men,  they  usually  worked  in  crafts
(tanning),  carting,  merchandising,  also  gardening.  Captives  were  sometimes(tanning),  carting,  merchandising,  also  gardening.  Captives  were  sometimes
forcibly baptized. forcibly baptized. 

Tatars soon grew into their new homeland. They expressed this in a letterTatars soon grew into their new homeland. They expressed this in a letter
to King Sigismund I of Poland in 1519: to King Sigismund I of Poland in 1519: „We swore on our sabers that we loved the„We swore on our sabers that we loved the
Lithuanians when they had us as prisoners of war, and to those who entered thisLithuanians when they had us as prisoners of war, and to those who entered this
land they said that this sand, this water, and these trees were common to us [...] Inland they said that this sand, this water, and these trees were common to us [...] In
Crimea and Kipchak they know that we are no more foreigners in your country.” Crimea and Kipchak they know that we are no more foreigners in your country.” 

The newcomers from the vast steppes of Kipchak did not speak a commonThe newcomers from the vast steppes of Kipchak did not speak a common
language. Coming from different parts of the great Golden Horde and the khanateslanguage. Coming from different parts of the great Golden Horde and the khanates
that emerged after its breakup, they brought with them their local customs, dialects,that emerged after its breakup, they brought with them their local customs, dialects,
and vocabularies. Most of them lost their language by the 16th century, replacing itand vocabularies. Most of them lost their language by the 16th century, replacing it
with Polish or Russian. Along with the language, the national tradition manifested inwith Polish or Russian. Along with the language, the national tradition manifested in
song, dance, costumes, or customs was largely forgotten. The Tatars increasinglysong, dance, costumes, or customs was largely forgotten. The Tatars increasingly
conformed  to  their  surroundings.  Religion  and  customs  remained  the  onlyconformed  to  their  surroundings.  Religion  and  customs  remained  the  only
distinctive features. Islam was a sign of ethnic belonging, the basis of social bondsdistinctive features. Islam was a sign of ethnic belonging, the basis of social bonds
within society, and the culture of family life. It also became the only way to identifywithin society, and the culture of family life. It also became the only way to identify
with the community. with the community. 

Over time, when successive unions joined Poland and Lithuania into oneOver time, when successive unions joined Poland and Lithuania into one
state,  the  Tatars  became  subjects  of  the  Polish  king,  residents  of  the  Polish-state,  the  Tatars  became  subjects  of  the  Polish  king,  residents  of  the  Polish-
Lithuanian Commonwealth. The main and traditional occupation of this populationLithuanian Commonwealth. The main and traditional occupation of this population
was  warcraft.  In  the  15th  and  16th  centuries,  they  served  in  their  tribal  landwas  warcraft.  In  the  15th  and  16th  centuries,  they  served  in  their  tribal  land
banners, of which there were six. The duty of Tatars settled on the land was tobanners, of which there were six. The duty of Tatars settled on the land was to
serve on horseback "in the Cossack manner", with a saber, at their own expense.serve on horseback "in the Cossack manner", with a saber, at their own expense.

Tatar warrior, Carle Vernet (1758-1836).Tatar warrior, Carle Vernet (1758-1836).
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In return, like the rest of the nobility taking part in the mass movement, they wereIn return, like the rest of the nobility taking part in the mass movement, they were
free from taxes. In defending their adopted homeland they clashed in battle withfree from taxes. In defending their adopted homeland they clashed in battle with
the armies of the Teutonic Order, Russia, and Sweden, as well as with their fellowthe armies of the Teutonic Order, Russia, and Sweden, as well as with their fellow
countrymen, whom they regarded not as brothers but as invaders: when urged tocountrymen, whom they regarded not as brothers but as invaders: when urged to
betray during one  of  the invasions  by  the  Crimean Tartars they  were to  reply:betray during one  of  the invasions  by  the  Crimean Tartars they  were to  reply:
"Neither God nor the Prophet orders you to rob nor us to be ungrateful, we regard"Neither God nor the Prophet orders you to rob nor us to be ungrateful, we regard
you as plunderers, and in defeating you with our saber we kill the scoundrels butyou as plunderers, and in defeating you with our saber we kill the scoundrels but
not our brothers." not our brothers." 

Beginning in the second half of the 16th century, slow decomposition of theBeginning in the second half of the 16th century, slow decomposition of the
tribal land banners organization took place. As a result of property divisions and thetribal land banners organization took place. As a result of property divisions and the
loss of estates, the number of Tatars who owned no land grew and a smaller andloss of estates, the number of Tatars who owned no land grew and a smaller and
smaller number of them participated in military expeditions as part of the commonsmaller number of them participated in military expeditions as part of the common
movement. On the other hand, more and more Tatars were serving as mercenariesmovement. On the other hand, more and more Tatars were serving as mercenaries
for  the  nobility  in  private  armies  and  royal  mercenary  regiments.  The  militaryfor  the  nobility  in  private  armies  and  royal  mercenary  regiments.  The  military
service of the Tatars finally came to an end in the second half of the 17th century.service of the Tatars finally came to an end in the second half of the 17th century.
However, the main occupation of this population remained military craftsmanship -However, the main occupation of this population remained military craftsmanship -
service in mercenary units of the light Tatar cavalry.service in mercenary units of the light Tatar cavalry.

As a result of the partition of theAs a result of the partition of the
Republic of Poland (at the end of the 18thRepublic of Poland (at the end of the 18th
century), most of the territories inhabitedcentury), most of the territories inhabited
by the Tatars fell under Russian rule. Theby the Tatars fell under Russian rule. The
changed political situation caused them tochanged political situation caused them to
emigrate to Turkey, but the emigration didemigrate to Turkey, but the emigration did
not  assume  major  proportions.  Theynot  assume  major  proportions.  They
began  to  adapt  to  the  new  livingbegan  to  adapt  to  the  new  living
conditions.  However,  when  Napoleon'sconditions.  However,  when  Napoleon's
army  crossed  the  Niemen  River  onarmy  crossed  the  Niemen  River  on
24.06.1812,  and  its  march  towards24.06.1812,  and  its  march  towards
Russia found itself in the Vilnius region, aRussia found itself in the Vilnius region, a
group of Tatar officers, who had served ingroup of Tatar officers, who had served in
the Polish military before 1795, began tothe Polish military before 1795, began to
form  a  squadron  intended  for  Tatarform  a  squadron  intended  for  Tatar
volunteers.  It  was  formed  in  Decembervolunteers.  It  was  formed  in  December
1812.  The  squadron  took  part  in  fierce1812.  The  squadron  took  part  in  fierce
fighting  near  Wilno,  losing  many  of  itsfighting  near  Wilno,  losing  many  of  its
soldiers.  Later,  following  the  route  ofsoldiers.  Later,  following  the  route  of

retreat through Polish and German lands, it found itself in France, forming part ofretreat through Polish and German lands, it found itself in France, forming part of
the 1st Light Cavalry Regiment of the Imperial Guard. the 1st Light Cavalry Regiment of the Imperial Guard. 

During World War I, the Tatars who were mobilized into the Russian armyDuring World War I, the Tatars who were mobilized into the Russian army
fought at all stretches of the front. During the first year of the conflict, the landsfought at all stretches of the front. During the first year of the conflict, the lands
inhabited  by  the  Tatars  were  spared  from combat  operations.  But  as  early  asinhabited  by  the  Tatars  were  spared  from combat  operations.  But  as  early  as
August 1915 intense clashes broke out in the Grodno region between the retreatingAugust 1915 intense clashes broke out in the Grodno region between the retreating
Russian army and the German troops advancing from the west. Many Tatars wereRussian army and the German troops advancing from the west. Many Tatars were
among  the  civilians  evacuated  deep  into  Russia.  They  also  made  numerousamong  the  civilians  evacuated  deep  into  Russia.  They  also  made  numerous
journeys to Crimea, where they were cared for and sheltered by tribesmen. A fewjourneys to Crimea, where they were cared for and sheltered by tribesmen. A few
traveled  further,  stopping  only  in  the  Volga  region  or  the  Caucasus.  Thetraveled  further,  stopping  only  in  the  Volga  region  or  the  Caucasus.  The
revolutionary  events  of  1917  in  Russia  led  to  a  significant  revival  of  nationalrevolutionary  events  of  1917  in  Russia  led  to  a  significant  revival  of  national

Lithuanian Tatars of the Imperial Guard atLithuanian Tatars of the Imperial Guard at
the charge, by Richard Knötel.the charge, by Richard Knötel.
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movements  throughout  the  territory  of  the  collapsing  empire.  Muslim  nationsmovements  throughout  the  territory  of  the  collapsing  empire.  Muslim  nations
showed great activity. The Polish Tatars in Petrograd also took advantage of thisshowed great activity. The Polish Tatars in Petrograd also took advantage of this
and immediately established their association. It took the name of the Committee ofand immediately established their association. It took the name of the Committee of
Tatars  of  Poland,  Lithuania,  Belarus,  and  Ukraine.  Aleksander  Achmatowicz,  aTatars  of  Poland,  Lithuania,  Belarus,  and  Ukraine.  Aleksander  Achmatowicz,  a
lawyer, became its chairman. However, due to the Bolshevik coup, the committeelawyer, became its chairman. However, due to the Bolshevik coup, the committee
had to suspend its  activities. The Polish Tatars also became active among thehad to suspend its  activities. The Polish Tatars also became active among the
Muslim peoples in other parts of Russia - in Crimea, Caucasus, Volga, Moscow,Muslim peoples in other parts of Russia - in Crimea, Caucasus, Volga, Moscow,
and Nizhny Novgorod. and Nizhny Novgorod. 

Currently,  there are  about  4000  people  of  Tatar  origin  living in  Poland,Currently,  there are  about  4000  people  of  Tatar  origin  living in  Poland,
continuing  the  traditions  of  their  religion.  Most  Polish  Tatars  live  in  Białystokcontinuing  the  traditions  of  their  religion.  Most  Polish  Tatars  live  in  Białystok
province, and in Białystok alone, there are approx. 1800 permanent residents withprovince, and in Białystok alone, there are approx. 1800 permanent residents with
Tatar ancestry. They are also quite numerous in Gdańsk, about 200 people. ApartTatar ancestry. They are also quite numerous in Gdańsk, about 200 people. Apart
from that, they live in considerable dispersion in Warsaw and the western lands. Asfrom that, they live in considerable dispersion in Warsaw and the western lands. As
far as the pre-war communities are concerned, the capital city one is still active, asfar as the pre-war communities are concerned, the capital city one is still active, as
well  as  the  communities  in  Bohoniki  and  Kruszyniany  in  Białystok.  Newwell  as  the  communities  in  Bohoniki  and  Kruszyniany  in  Białystok.  New
communities, established after 1945, are located in Białystok, Gorzów Wielkopolskicommunities, established after 1945, are located in Białystok, Gorzów Wielkopolski
and Gdańsk. and Gdańsk. 

As the number of Muslims in Poland decreased after the war, the muftiAs the number of Muslims in Poland decreased after the war, the mufti
authority  remained  unestablished.  All  religious  matters  are  supervised  by  theauthority  remained  unestablished.  All  religious  matters  are  supervised  by  the
Supreme College of the Muslim Religious Union in the Republic of Poland. In 1992,Supreme College of the Muslim Religious Union in the Republic of Poland. In 1992,
soon after  the fall  of communism, the Polish Tatars established a socio-culturalsoon after  the fall  of communism, the Polish Tatars established a socio-cultural
organization, known as the Union of Polish Tatars in the Republic of Poland. Theorganization, known as the Union of Polish Tatars in the Republic of Poland. The
initiative  group  consisted  of  the  publicist  Maciej  Konopacki,  the  social  activistinitiative  group  consisted  of  the  publicist  Maciej  Konopacki,  the  social  activist
Stefan Mucharski and the poet and publicist Selim Chazbijewicz. It is important toStefan Mucharski and the poet and publicist Selim Chazbijewicz. It is important to
emphasize that the establishment of the Association did not come from a desire toemphasize that the establishment of the Association did not come from a desire to
create a division among the communities. On the contrary, it was a reminder of thecreate a division among the communities. On the contrary, it was a reminder of the
traditional links between Tatars and the Republic of Poland, rooted in such a richtraditional links between Tatars and the Republic of Poland, rooted in such a rich
past.   Unfortunately,  these relations were forgotten during the past 45 years ofpast.   Unfortunately,  these relations were forgotten during the past 45 years of
communist rule. Nowadays, a large number of people have joined the Union ofcommunist rule. Nowadays, a large number of people have joined the Union of
Polish  Tatars  in  the  Republic  of  Poland,  both  Muslims  and  those  who  havePolish  Tatars  in  the  Republic  of  Poland,  both  Muslims  and  those  who  have
departed from the tradition of their religion but have not forgotten their ancestry.departed from the tradition of their religion but have not forgotten their ancestry.
Thus, it is necessary to conclude that the Polish Tatars constitute an ethnic group,Thus, it is necessary to conclude that the Polish Tatars constitute an ethnic group,
but devoid of all the characteristics of a national minority. Many of them considerbut devoid of all the characteristics of a national minority. Many of them consider
themselves not only citizens of the Republic of Poland but also Poles. This shouldthemselves not only citizens of the Republic of Poland but also Poles. This should
always be kept in mind when meeting them in Bialystok or other regions of thealways be kept in mind when meeting them in Bialystok or other regions of the
country. country. 

A unique tourist attraction is the Tatar Trail, which leads through Bohoniki,A unique tourist attraction is the Tatar Trail, which leads through Bohoniki,
7  km from Sokolka,  where one can find a 19th-century mosque and a Muslim7 km from Sokolka,  where one can find a 19th-century mosque and a Muslim
cemetery (Mizar). On the gate of the Mizar in Bohoniki there is an inscription: "It iscemetery (Mizar). On the gate of the Mizar in Bohoniki there is an inscription: "It is
forbidden to reserve a place without the permission of the local authorities". For it isforbidden to reserve a place without the permission of the local authorities". For it is
precisely this small cemetery that residents of various cities, villages, and towns inprecisely this small cemetery that residents of various cities, villages, and towns in
Poland recall at the end of their lives. Of course, those who feel themselves to bePoland recall at the end of their lives. Of course, those who feel themselves to be
Tatars or are followers of Islam. Bohoniki is a former Tatar settlement, establishedTatars or are followers of Islam. Bohoniki is a former Tatar settlement, established
in  1679 by King Jan III  Sobieski  in  exchange for  overdue  soldiers'  pay  to  thein  1679 by King Jan III  Sobieski  in  exchange for  overdue  soldiers'  pay  to  the
captain of the Tatar banner - Olejowski - and his men. captain of the Tatar banner - Olejowski - and his men. 
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Bohoniki  is  only  one  ofBohoniki  is  only  one  of
several villages located on theseveral villages located on the
Tatar  Trail,  which  windsTatar  Trail,  which  winds
narrowly through the Bialystoknarrowly through the Bialystok
region,  along  the  Belarusianregion,  along  the  Belarusian
border. It is marked by small,border. It is marked by small,
white  boards  with  a  bluewhite  boards  with  a  blue
border.  Following  the  trail,border.  Following  the  trail,
through  Drahle  village,  youthrough  Drahle  village,  you
will  get  to  Kruszyniany,will  get  to  Kruszyniany,
passing  Nietupy  with  itspassing  Nietupy  with  its
beaver habitat  by the way. Itbeaver habitat  by the way. It
is here in Kruszyniany whereis here in Kruszyniany where
a commemorative monumenta commemorative monument

was  erected  to  commemorate  the  300th  anniversary  of  granting  the  land  bywas  erected  to  commemorate  the  300th  anniversary  of  granting  the  land  by
Sobieski to the Tatars of Nietupa, Bohoniki, Łużany, and Kruszyniany villages. It isSobieski to the Tatars of Nietupa, Bohoniki, Łużany, and Kruszyniany villages. It is
located in the vicinity of a small wooden mosque with a traditional mihrab (a nichelocated in the vicinity of a small wooden mosque with a traditional mihrab (a niche
pointing in the direction of Mecca) and a minbar (a rostrum). One can also see apointing in the direction of Mecca) and a minbar (a rostrum). One can also see a
Mizar, which can be accessed through a gate decorated with a crescent moon. TheMizar, which can be accessed through a gate decorated with a crescent moon. The
older part of the Mizar, with tombstones dating back to the 18th century, is fallingolder part of the Mizar, with tombstones dating back to the 18th century, is falling
into oblivion. Only one of the tombstones is crowned by a sphere with a Musliminto oblivion. Only one of the tombstones is crowned by a sphere with a Muslim
crescent. What's left of the first Tartars, who settled in the area thanks to a debtorcrescent. What's left of the first Tartars, who settled in the area thanks to a debtor
king, can be found in the regional museum in Sokolka. On the trail, visitors mayking, can be found in the regional museum in Sokolka. On the trail, visitors may
explore the oldest wooden mosques in the country, dating back to the 18th andexplore the oldest wooden mosques in the country, dating back to the 18th and
19th centuries. It is located among the picturesque landscape of the Sokól Hills and19th centuries. It is located among the picturesque landscape of the Sokól Hills and
a  fragment  of  the  Knyszyn Primeval  Forest.  In  addition  to  the route  describeda  fragment  of  the  Knyszyn Primeval  Forest.  In  addition  to  the route  described
above, you can also take the Little  Tatar  Route. Its length is 19 km. It  passesabove, you can also take the Little  Tatar  Route. Its length is 19 km. It  passes
through Kruszyniany, Józefowo, Królowe Stojło and Waliły Stacja. through Kruszyniany, Józefowo, Królowe Stojło and Waliły Stacja. 
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Stringfellow diaryStringfellow diary
By Owen ReynoldsBy Owen Reynolds
Hello there, Owen here. Firstly, I’d like to say how privileged I am to beHello there, Owen here. Firstly, I’d like to say how privileged I am to be

asked  to  contribute  to  this  newsletter  and  to  share  my  recent  yet  sometimesasked  to  contribute  to  this  newsletter  and  to  share  my  recent  yet  sometimes
intense  archeryintense  archery
journey  from  when  Ijourney  from  when  I
first tentatively pickedfirst tentatively picked
up a bow just over 5up a bow just over 5
years  ago.  If  I  toldyears  ago.  If  I  told
then  I  would  bethen  I  would  be
coaching  and  string-coaching  and  string-
making now, amongstmaking now, amongst
other  things,  as  wellother  things,  as  well
as  meeting  peopleas  meeting  people
soon  to  be  friendssoon  to  be  friends
(you  know  who  you(you  know  who  you
are),  I  would  haveare),  I  would  have
dismissed  the  idea.dismissed  the  idea.
There’s  a  certainThere’s  a  certain
peace  and  hope  inpeace  and  hope  in
the concept  of  neverthe concept  of  never
too late and I am gladtoo late and I am glad
I did. I want to shareI did. I want to share
too  the  various  tipstoo  the  various  tips
and tricks I’ve pickedand tricks I’ve picked
up in maintaining andup in maintaining and
tuning the bow, stringtuning the bow, string
making  and  servingmaking  and  serving
and  how  you  canand  how  you  can

solve so many other little issues without immediately reverting to the shopping cart.solve so many other little issues without immediately reverting to the shopping cart.
That’s all to come!That’s all to come!

Oh, nearly forgot, we have a small but stubbornly determined crew knownOh, nearly forgot, we have a small but stubbornly determined crew known
as  the  ‘Laois  Archery  Engineering  Corps’  and  our  current  project  is  the  longas  the  ‘Laois  Archery  Engineering  Corps’  and  our  current  project  is  the  long
overdue restoration of our back-stops. However, I don’t want to comment much onoverdue restoration of our back-stops. However, I don’t want to comment much on
that too soon in case we’ve ended up with foam and splinters all over the place inthat too soon in case we’ve ended up with foam and splinters all over the place in
the meantime.the meantime.

Right  now,  I  want  to  give  you  an  update  on  another  venture  we’veRight  now,  I  want  to  give  you  an  update  on  another  venture  we’ve
embarked upon in Laois Archery, our Winter Junior League. With so many cubsembarked upon in Laois Archery, our Winter Junior League. With so many cubs
and juniors completing their archery beginners course, the travel restrictions thatand juniors completing their archery beginners course, the travel restrictions that
the  pandemic  entailed,  and  the  looming  downtime of  winter,  we  wanted  to  dothe  pandemic  entailed,  and  the  looming  downtime of  winter,  we  wanted  to  do

Photo by Owen Reynolds as a symbol of oneness with nature,Photo by Owen Reynolds as a symbol of oneness with nature,
serenity, striding along with a bow in hand.serenity, striding along with a bow in hand.
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something to help develop the skill,  instill  the passion and remove the dauntingsomething to help develop the skill,  instill  the passion and remove the daunting
aspect of attending one’s first competition come Spring. The intention was to keepaspect of attending one’s first competition come Spring. The intention was to keep
it  simple  especially  if  alternating  between our  indoor  and  outdoor  venues.  Weit  simple  especially  if  alternating  between our  indoor  and  outdoor  venues.  We
chose the IFAA Indoor Round, keeping to a single standard unit per round insteadchose the IFAA Indoor Round, keeping to a single standard unit per round instead
of two to prevent fatigue. We planned on keeping some time afterwards for someof two to prevent fatigue. We planned on keeping some time afterwards for some
fun shots during which we could chat with archers individually and work on theirfun shots during which we could chat with archers individually and work on their
technique along with any problems they were having.  As we were focusing ontechnique along with any problems they were having.  As we were focusing on
beavers/cubs/juniors we decided the bow style not relevant for the league. At thisbeavers/cubs/juniors we decided the bow style not relevant for the league. At this
early  stage in their  archery journey we were hoping to achieve improved form,early  stage in their  archery journey we were hoping to achieve improved form,
technique and mutual respect, not necessarily who was best in what category. Thattechnique and mutual respect, not necessarily who was best in what category. That
could come later for recognition when venturing into the IFAF competition scene.could come later for recognition when venturing into the IFAF competition scene.
Therefore, the plan was to record scores and graph individual improvements overTherefore, the plan was to record scores and graph individual improvements over
time forming the basis for the 1st. 2nd. and 3rd. ‘Most Improved Archer’ awards. Oftime forming the basis for the 1st. 2nd. and 3rd. ‘Most Improved Archer’ awards. Of
course, we would acknowledge too those consistently performing well.course, we would acknowledge too those consistently performing well.

With  26  archers  signed  up,  our  first  10  shot  their  first  round  on  2nd.With  26  archers  signed  up,  our  first  10  shot  their  first  round  on  2nd.
November, indoors. It was a damp start though for those who opted for SaturdayNovember, indoors. It was a damp start though for those who opted for Saturday
mornings in the woods, but that didn’t deter them one bit.mornings in the woods, but that didn’t deter them one bit.

For  the  second  round  we  had  something  to  work  with  based  onFor  the  second  round  we  had  something  to  work  with  based  on
observations from round one. Before shooting we gave a brief talk on etiquette,observations from round one. Before shooting we gave a brief talk on etiquette,
arrow nocking, set-up, keeping quiet when others are still shooting (WiP) and form,arrow nocking, set-up, keeping quiet when others are still shooting (WiP) and form,
namely release and follow through. Next week it’ll be something else but alreadynamely release and follow through. Next week it’ll be something else but already
it’s great that they’re responding to that extra bit of coaching. More importantly itit’s great that they’re responding to that extra bit of coaching. More importantly it
also drew our attention to difficulties some were having which otherwise could likelyalso drew our attention to difficulties some were having which otherwise could likely
have gone unnoticed.have gone unnoticed.

We’re heading into round three this week and by next week the graph willWe’re heading into round three this week and by next week the graph will
hopefully have given us something extra to work with too. hopefully have given us something extra to work with too. 

Laois Archery youth leagueLaois Archery youth league
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Finally,  I  want  to  express  a  massive  thank-you  to  the  Laois  ArcheryFinally,  I  want  to  express  a  massive  thank-you  to  the  Laois  Archery
coaches and members who helped and have committed to  the success of ourcoaches and members who helped and have committed to  the success of our
league. We’re hopeful it could form a template for things to come, who knows, forleague. We’re hopeful it could form a template for things to come, who knows, for
the big kids too!!!the big kids too!!!
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Aos Dana Archers (SIFA)Aos Dana Archers (SIFA)AA
By Michelle JayBy Michelle Jay

Newtown Woods Road, Clonsharragh Wexford.Newtown Woods Road, Clonsharragh Wexford.

I  was lucky  enough to  recently  chat  to  David  Mcdermott  of  Aos DanaI  was lucky  enough to  recently  chat  to  David  Mcdermott  of  Aos Dana
Archers about  the club.  Aos Dana's  3d course is nestled deep in  the WexfordArchers about  the club.  Aos Dana's  3d course is nestled deep in  the Wexford
countryside, down a narrow lane that I was sure would end in a farm yard full ofcountryside, down a narrow lane that I was sure would end in a farm yard full of
mud (as so many of my adventures do!)mud (as so many of my adventures do!)

Clonsharragh Wood is  a beautiful  mix of  wild,  natural  native trees  andClonsharragh Wood is  a beautiful  mix of  wild,  natural  native trees  and
shrubs, and planned timber stands of coniferous trees. Both sides sweep down to ashrubs, and planned timber stands of coniferous trees. Both sides sweep down to a
clear stream with a stony bed which provides a melodious background babble toclear stream with a stony bed which provides a melodious background babble to
nearby targets. The mix of trees and varied gradients and footings lend themselvesnearby targets. The mix of trees and varied gradients and footings lend themselves
to sneaky shots and tricky lines. It is no surprise that their shoots are known forto sneaky shots and tricky lines. It is no surprise that their shoots are known for
being challenging and always throw unsuspecting visitors off a little. One thing thatbeing challenging and always throw unsuspecting visitors off a little. One thing that
is particularly notable about Aos Dana is the varied and ever-changing nature ofis particularly notable about Aos Dana is the varied and ever-changing nature of
their courses. No two shoots are ever the same here, there’s no such thing as atheir courses. No two shoots are ever the same here, there’s no such thing as a
permanent course. They are always looking to switch things up, to try a new idea,permanent course. They are always looking to switch things up, to try a new idea,
to fox us with dastardly lines through tight timber, or steep angles or any otherto fox us with dastardly lines through tight timber, or steep angles or any other
madness they can dream up. They recently hosted a “Predator and Prey “Shootmadness they can dream up. They recently hosted a “Predator and Prey “Shoot
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which had us all thinking about thorny issues such as “Could a tortoise beat up awhich had us all thinking about thorny issues such as “Could a tortoise beat up a
triceratops?” or “Who wins, a shark or a bear?”. I always have great fun here, and Itriceratops?” or “Who wins, a shark or a bear?”. I always have great fun here, and I
think it's because of the desire to go all out to engage people. Shooting here isthink it's because of the desire to go all out to engage people. Shooting here is
always fun, not just because of the course but the people and the mindset too.always fun, not just because of the course but the people and the mindset too.

Aos Dana suffered like every other club in Ireland during lockdown, butAos Dana suffered like every other club in Ireland during lockdown, but
thankfully both old and new members are returning to share the joy of archery withthankfully both old and new members are returning to share the joy of archery with
one  another.  The  changing  seasons  and  relaxing  of  covid  rules  have  allowedone  another.  The  changing  seasons  and  relaxing  of  covid  rules  have  allowed
indoor  archery  to  begin  again.  Aos  Dana  have  moved  to  a  new  venue,  theindoor  archery  to  begin  again.  Aos  Dana  have  moved  to  a  new  venue,  the
Shielbaggan Outdoor Centre, which is neither outdoors nor in Shielbaggan(it’s inShielbaggan Outdoor Centre, which is neither outdoors nor in Shielbaggan(it’s in
Ramsgrange). Every Thursday the hall is available for all who comply with covidRamsgrange). Every Thursday the hall is available for all who comply with covid
regulations, allowing everyone to shoot comfortably up to 25Y aided by David whoregulations, allowing everyone to shoot comfortably up to 25Y aided by David who
is an IFAA level One Instructor. is an IFAA level One Instructor. 

The  philosophy  at  Aos  DanaThe  philosophy  at  Aos  Dana
definitely  reflects  David’s  preferreddefinitely  reflects  David’s  preferred
translation of their name, he told me it istranslation of their name, he told me it is
“Wise one,  or  teacher”.  David  is  quietly“Wise one,  or  teacher”.  David  is  quietly
passionate on the subject of training. Hepassionate on the subject of training. He
believes in a supportive yet not restrictivebelieves in a supportive yet not restrictive
style  of  coaching,  tailored  to  thestyle  of  coaching,  tailored  to  the
individuals  needs  and  progress.  Heindividuals  needs  and  progress.  He
strives  to  foster  this  attitude  throughoutstrives  to  foster  this  attitude  throughout
the entire sphere of activities provided bythe entire sphere of activities provided by
the club. It’s a family friendly atmosphere,the club. It’s a family friendly atmosphere,
with  all  welcomed  and  valued  aswith  all  welcomed  and  valued  as

participants and members. It’s a happy place where everything feels relaxed andparticipants and members. It’s a happy place where everything feels relaxed and
fun, which makes sharpening your skills enjoyable and memorable. If you wouldfun, which makes sharpening your skills enjoyable and memorable. If you would
like to discuss joining the club, having a go or venturing down the twisty track tolike to discuss joining the club, having a go or venturing down the twisty track to
their woods to join them shooting on a Sunday morning, you can contact David ontheir woods to join them shooting on a Sunday morning, you can contact David on
0876833995 or WhatsApp him .0876833995 or WhatsApp him .
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IFAF AGM 2021IFAF AGM 2021
By IFAF PROBy IFAF PRO

In many ways 2021 was a special year. In many ways 2021 was a special year.  would refer to it as a period of would refer to it as a period of
transition for us – a shift between a state of sedation to renewed activity. We’retransition for us – a shift between a state of sedation to renewed activity. We’re
back in the woods, also recently we were given the freedom to use the indoorback in the woods, also recently we were given the freedom to use the indoor
facilities again. It seems that most of us seize the interim period with redoubledfacilities again. It seems that most of us seize the interim period with redoubled
energy – best illustrated by the accomplishments of our top archers: Michelle Jay,energy – best illustrated by the accomplishments of our top archers: Michelle Jay,
Helen Kavanagh, and Don Bradley. At this point, I would like to once again conveyHelen Kavanagh, and Don Bradley. At this point, I would like to once again convey
the sincere appreciation and admiration they deserve.the sincere appreciation and admiration they deserve.

The Anual General Meeting of The Irish Field Archery Federation wrappedThe Anual General Meeting of The Irish Field Archery Federation wrapped
up this very unusual year nicely. The meeting was held in a friendly, one mightup this very unusual year nicely. The meeting was held in a friendly, one might
even say: family atmosphere. There were some shifts within the management ofeven say: family atmosphere. There were some shifts within the management of
the association. A change of guard occurred within the PRO position, which untilthe association. A change of guard occurred within the PRO position, which until
now has been filled with enviable commitment and efficiency by Clodagh Nolan.now has been filled with enviable commitment and efficiency by Clodagh Nolan.
Her place has been taken by Marcin Malek, hoping and intending to fulfill his newHer place has been taken by Marcin Malek, hoping and intending to fulfill his new
duties  at  least  as  well  as  his  wonderful  predecessor.  The  rest  of  the  boardduties  at  least  as  well  as  his  wonderful  predecessor.  The  rest  of  the  board
remained unchanged with Sharon Eady (Secretary), Martin Moylan (Chairperson),remained unchanged with Sharon Eady (Secretary), Martin Moylan (Chairperson),
and Noel Bannon (Membership Secretary) all being reelected for another 2-yearand Noel Bannon (Membership Secretary) all being reelected for another 2-year
term.term.

Members  also  voted  on  several  changes.  With  immediate  effect,Members  also  voted  on  several  changes.  With  immediate  effect,
binoculars, a monocular, or other sighting aid are allowed providing they do notbinoculars, a monocular, or other sighting aid are allowed providing they do not
have range-finding capabilities.  The scoring rules will  also change.  The currenthave range-finding capabilities.  The scoring rules will  also change.  The current
scoring for hitting an inner kill of 20 points plus an X marker will be replaced by 24scoring for hitting an inner kill of 20 points plus an X marker will be replaced by 24
points. So the new way of calculating points will be as follows: 24 points for thepoints. So the new way of calculating points will be as follows: 24 points for the
inner kill (marked with a larger circle) when hit with the first arrow, 20 points for theinner kill (marked with a larger circle) when hit with the first arrow, 20 points for the
vital (the remainder of the kill  area), and 16 for the wound. Safety Officer Seanvital (the remainder of the kill  area), and 16 for the wound. Safety Officer Sean
Crowe also made an invaluable contribution to the discussion by bringing up theCrowe also made an invaluable contribution to the discussion by bringing up the
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topic of range inspections, especially in terms of inspectors’ responsibility for fieldtopic of range inspections, especially in terms of inspectors’ responsibility for field
acceptance. The SBG first-arrow scoring change will come into effect from the newacceptance. The SBG first-arrow scoring change will come into effect from the new
membership year (01-Aug-22). This is to maintain consistency for SBG Gains andmembership year (01-Aug-22). This is to maintain consistency for SBG Gains and
Records in the current 2021-22 membership year and allow clubs to use up theirRecords in the current 2021-22 membership year and allow clubs to use up their
existing stock of printed scorecards. Accordingly, the members agreed that existingexisting stock of printed scorecards. Accordingly, the members agreed that existing
SBG Records would be archived as part of general housekeeping. This ensures aSBG Records would be archived as part of general housekeeping. This ensures a
historical  record  of  Records  where  the  maximum  score  was  720.  New  SBGhistorical  record  of  Records  where  the  maximum  score  was  720.  New  SBG
Records will be based on the increased maximum score of 864.Records will be based on the increased maximum score of 864.

Finally, there was a lively discussion on the constitution of the association,Finally, there was a lively discussion on the constitution of the association,
i.e. whether we are still an association of individual people or whether we tend toi.e. whether we are still an association of individual people or whether we tend to
understand the association as a group which is formed by the clubs. In this matter,understand the association as a group which is formed by the clubs. In this matter,
as it concerns the essence of the association, it was decided to hold consultationsas it concerns the essence of the association, it was decided to hold consultations
and to postpone any decision for the time being.and to postpone any decision for the time being.

Overall, I found the AGM to be a very fruitful, informative meeting that tookOverall, I found the AGM to be a very fruitful, informative meeting that took
place in a spirit of respect for the views and arguments of all parties. Finally, it isplace in a spirit of respect for the views and arguments of all parties. Finally, it is
hoped that the good practices from this meeting will be successfully transferred tohoped that the good practices from this meeting will be successfully transferred to
communication between clubs and individual archers.communication between clubs and individual archers.
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Golden Ravens of LaoisGolden Ravens of Laois
By Marcin MalekBy Marcin Malek

What is it about the past that makes us so eager to revisit
it? And the further away the better, doesn't it? Even as children
we are accompanied by this inscrutable longing, for whom of us
at  least  once  in  their  life  has  not  imagined  themselves  as  a
valiant  knight,  a  warrior,  or  perhaps  a  beautiful  maiden
alternatively a princess? Sword, armor, horse, maybe a beautiful
dress embroidered with gold thread and richly decorated, amber
fibula  or  Celtic  brooch set  with precious  stones.  Knights  and
squires  vying  for  the  affections  of  beautiful  duchesses,  or

ominous looking Vikings or Slavs eying up beautiful dames...
Sounds like an excerpt from a saga, or perhaps a chansons de
geste? And if I told you that these are not your imagination, but
real-life situations, something that happened just yesterday, let
alone will happen tomorrow, and to people you know or meet
almost every day on the streets of the town you live in? Having
said that, if you could decide whom you wanted to be and what
era  would  you  choose  to  live  in?  Quite  inquisitive,  isn't  it?

Golden Ravens Photo by Heather RiceGolden Ravens Photo by Heather Rice
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Well… that's right, and we have some people living in Laois
who not only answered the questions posed in such a way but
also went further - that is, they traveled back in time pursuing
their childhood dreams. In fact, they do it every Sunday, and
sometimes even more often, always in the same company, among
friends and people they can count on. 

They call themselves The Golden Ravens - the name is not
a coincidence, if your memory suggests Vikings then you are not
far  off,  for  they  are  Huginn  and  Muninn  -  Odin's  magical
ravens. "Thought" and " Remembrance" - what more does a god
need to hold sway over  a mortal  world? In Grímnismál (The
Song of Grimnir),  Odin himself expresses concern:  I'm always
afraid that Thought might not make it back home, but I even
fear more for the return of Remembrance. After all, the Golden
Raven represents those values even the gods of Asgard cannot
dispense with in the longspun.

So the  name that  the Laois  reenactors  have adopted is
meant to reflect their commitment to tradition and their deep-
rooted devotion to universal values - for what they do is not just
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a mere performance but a way of life or, as the saying goes, the
very essence of that life. At their Sunday meetings, they expand
their knowledge not only on the secrets of ancient combat but
above all on the prose of everyday life, starting with the fashion
through crafts and art  to what people  used to  have on their
plates. They learn commands in Old Norse, know how to move
in a battle formation, make their own shields, bracers, and shin
guards.

Besides weekly training, they travel around the country
performing at all kinds of events - historical and reenactment

shows.  And this, as they say, gives them that invaluable, almost
indescribable feeling of liberty. But as one of them admits: the

real freedom comes afterward when the spectators leave for their
homes,  And  they,  like  those  in  whose  footsteps  they  travel
through the writing of the time, disperse with a pitched camp in
an open field or by a riverbank , among ones like themselves, and
then the magic sets in. The hands of the clock turn back and the
world around them changes as if by the sound of a shaman's

Golden Ravens, photo Heather RiceGolden Ravens, photo Heather Rice
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call.  Learning  and  getting  acquainted  with  the  past  is
worthwhile  for  such  instants,  since  these  fleeting,  sometimes
very brief experiences are like a shadow cast by an enlightened
silhouette,  present  only  for  a  given  moment,  so  all  the  more
worth the year-long efforts. 

While it may sound like a grandfather paradox, as in their
journey  against  the  clock -  stubbornly chasing  the  past,  they
inexorably  press  on  towards  the  future  whether  planning  a
historic summer camp, a warrior tournament in Abbeyleix, or
future water expeditions in longships. But their biggest and at
the  same time most  ambitious  step towards  the  future  is  the
construction  of  a  historical  Viking  settlement  somewhere  in
Laois.  Which  I  wholeheartedly  wish  for  them  and  sincerely
support, for it is, as they put it themselves, not only a tribute to
the  past  but  above  all  an  investment  in  the  future  of  our
children and young people of our county.

If  you  would  like  to  contact  the  Golden  Ravens,  call

0892693565 or  log  in  and ask a  question  on  Facebook
@laoisgoldenravens 

https://www.facebook.com/laoisgoldenravens
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Galtee ArcherGaltee Archeryy (IFAF) (IFAF)
By Marcin MalekBy Marcin Malek

There's an old saying: ourThere's an old saying: our
actions  are  the  best  evidenceactions  are  the  best  evidence
of ourselves. I remember: lessof ourselves. I remember: less
than  two  years  ago  on  athan  two  years  ago  on  a
Facebook  profile  of  a  fellowFacebook  profile  of  a  fellow
archer  Dave Leigh emerged aarcher  Dave Leigh emerged a
certain  picture  showing  ancertain  picture  showing  an
empty  field  and  a  skeleton  ofempty  field  and  a  skeleton  of
what I believe used to be dogwhat I believe used to be dog
kennels.  The  author  of  thekennels.  The  author  of  the
photograph  shared  hisphotograph  shared  his
ambitious plan to build a roofedambitious plan to build a roofed
archery  range  using  thearchery  range  using  the
featured structures. Back then,featured structures. Back then,
even to me, it seemed like theeven to me, it seemed like the
idea  of  a  madman  whoidea  of  a  madman  who
fantasized about  capturing thefantasized about  capturing the
sun with a hoe.sun with a hoe.

Two  years  have  passedTwo  years  have  passed
and Dave hasn't changed a bitand Dave hasn't changed a bit
since  then,  it's  as  if  thesince  then,  it's  as  if  the
inevitable  time  has  forgotteninevitable  time  has  forgotten
the  guy  and  focused  onthe  guy  and  focused  on
everyone  else  but  him.everyone  else  but  him.
However, as far as the place isHowever, as far as the place is
concerned  -  it  seems that  theconcerned  -  it  seems that  the
time  took  a  huge  leap  just  attime  took  a  huge  leap  just  at
the  spot  where  once  stood  athe  spot  where  once  stood  a
crumbling  canine.  Today  thecrumbling  canine.  Today  the
site  looks  very  different.  Thesite  looks  very  different.  The

ruins have been replaced by a genuine shooting range where one can often hearruins have been replaced by a genuine shooting range where one can often hear
children's laughter and the bustle of the Galtee Archerchildren's laughter and the bustle of the Galtee Archeryy club members. club members.

The range is bright and airy, with 25 yards under the roof plus 60 outdoorsThe range is bright and airy, with 25 yards under the roof plus 60 outdoors
for sunny days. On the opposite side to the entrance, there is a small workshopfor sunny days. On the opposite side to the entrance, there is a small workshop
and behind it a place where the weary shooters can rest and have a tee in safeand behind it a place where the weary shooters can rest and have a tee in safe
conditions. The walls are lined with training bows (recurve and compound) for bothconditions. The walls are lined with training bows (recurve and compound) for both
children and adults. My curious stare was drawn to Dave's awards and trophieschildren and adults. My curious stare was drawn to Dave's awards and trophies
and a special place for upcoming awards and trophies of club members. and a special place for upcoming awards and trophies of club members. 

Galtee ArcherGaltee Archeryy came to be in February 2020, throughout the first lockdown came to be in February 2020, throughout the first lockdown
they took the time to set up a classroom, bow maintenance room & small shop tothey took the time to set up a classroom, bow maintenance room & small shop to
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cater  for  members needs & requirements. Membership has grown to 33 adultscater  for  members needs & requirements. Membership has grown to 33 adults
since the birth of the club, plus 17 children ages 7 to 15. In addition to its usualsince the birth of the club, plus 17 children ages 7 to 15. In addition to its usual
activities,  Galtee  also  has  a  dedicated  curriculum  for  children  and  youth  withactivities,  Galtee  also  has  a  dedicated  curriculum  for  children  and  youth  with
special needs. The program runs once a week for 8 weeks, comprising 2 to 4special needs. The program runs once a week for 8 weeks, comprising 2 to 4
groups each week for the 8-week rotation. Group numbers are usually between 6 &groups each week for the 8-week rotation. Group numbers are usually between 6 &
10 people. 10 people. 

The club has a busy schedule, with training taking place both morning andThe club has a busy schedule, with training taking place both morning and
evening. Members shoot Tuesday to Thursday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. Wednesdaysevening. Members shoot Tuesday to Thursday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. Wednesdays
are children's classes from 6 to 8:30 p.m. There is an open day on Fridays 6 p.m.are children's classes from 6 to 8:30 p.m. There is an open day on Fridays 6 p.m.
till 10:30 p.m. Saturday's and Sunday by appointment. till 10:30 p.m. Saturday's and Sunday by appointment. 

Dave also runs his rehab groups and transition students and one on oneDave also runs his rehab groups and transition students and one on one
with councillors and kids from disadvantaged backgrounds - Monday  to Fridaywith councillors and kids from disadvantaged backgrounds - Monday  to Friday
10a.m. to 4p.m.10a.m. to 4p.m.
  

For some time now, thanks to the hard work of the archers and Dave'sFor some time now, thanks to the hard work of the archers and Dave's
coaching, the sporting statistics of Galtee Archercoaching, the sporting statistics of Galtee Archeryy have been on the rise. Recently have been on the rise. Recently
13 year old Sean Morrissey won the Archery Ireland 3D national championship in13 year old Sean Morrissey won the Archery Ireland 3D national championship in
his category. Despite the difficulties and challenges posed by the pandemic, thehis category. Despite the difficulties and challenges posed by the pandemic, the
Galte  Archers  continue  to  grow,  seeking  to  expand  their  membership  andGalte  Archers  continue  to  grow,  seeking  to  expand  their  membership  and
popularizing the sport. popularizing the sport. 

Every club was once small, we all started from the admonished doghouse.Every club was once small, we all started from the admonished doghouse.
Each  of  us  once  had  dreams,  but  not  everyone  had  enough  strength  andEach  of  us  once  had  dreams,  but  not  everyone  had  enough  strength  and
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determination to not only chase them but make them come true. Men  determination to not only chase them but make them come true. Men  from tfrom thehe
Galtee ArcherGaltee Archery y  have this quality deeply rooted within their hearts and that is whyhave this quality deeply rooted within their hearts and that is why
they look toward the future with hope and confidence while inviting anyone willingthey look toward the future with hope and confidence while inviting anyone willing
to visit them in their club. to visit them in their club. 

AAternatively, you can contact them on 087 798 580 or ternatively, you can contact them on 087 798 580 or ssend end emailemail to Dave: to Dave:
daveleigharchery@yahoo.com

mailto:daveleigharchery@yahoo.com
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IFAA TOUNRNAMETS 2022IFAA TOUNRNAMETS 2022
By Lynn EllingworthBy Lynn Ellingworth

EIAC 2022 (EUROPEAN INDOOR ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS)EIAC 2022 (EUROPEAN INDOOR ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS)

The EIAC 2022 will  be held in Seinäjoki,  in  the south of  Finland,The EIAC 2022 will  be held in Seinäjoki,  in  the south of  Finland,
between  16-19  March.  Seinäjoki  is  located  approximately  80km  east  ofbetween  16-19  March.  Seinäjoki  is  located  approximately  80km  east  of
Vaasa Airport which can be reached with direct or connecting flight services,Vaasa Airport which can be reached with direct or connecting flight services,
depending  on  your  starting  point.  Alternatively,  you  can  fly  into  anotherdepending  on  your  starting  point.  Alternatively,  you  can  fly  into  another
Finnish airport and catch a train or drive to Seinäjoki.Finnish airport and catch a train or drive to Seinäjoki.

The Tournament starts with opening registration and holding practiceThe Tournament starts with opening registration and holding practice
rounds. The event format has the Standard Indoor Round shot first, followedrounds. The event format has the Standard Indoor Round shot first, followed
by the Flint Round and ends with a second Standard Indoor Round. by the Flint Round and ends with a second Standard Indoor Round. 
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Registration opened on 1-April and to date 267 archers registered.Registration opened on 1-April and to date 267 archers registered.
The EIAC venue can accommodate up to 450 archers meaning there is stillThe EIAC venue can accommodate up to 450 archers meaning there is still
plenty  of  places  available  and  time  to  register.  IFAF  has  19  membersplenty  of  places  available  and  time  to  register.  IFAF  has  19  members
participating.  This  makes  EIAC  2022  most  widely  attended  IFAA Indoorparticipating.  This  makes  EIAC  2022  most  widely  attended  IFAA Indoor
Championships. Championships. 

## ⇅⇅ Name Name
⇅⇅ Country Country
▼▼ ⇅⇅ Category  Category ▼▼

3939 ELLINGWORTH LYNNELLINGWORTH LYNN IFAFIFAF AFBHRAFBHR
9393 KEATING CHLOEKEATING CHLOE IFAFIFAF AFBHRAFBHR
156156 MAGILL TRACEYMAGILL TRACEY IFAFIFAF AFFUAFFU
161161 McCONNEL LAURENMcCONNEL LAUREN IFAFIFAF AFFUAFFU
7575 JAY MICHELLEJAY MICHELLE IFAFIFAF AFTRAFTR
3434 DEEVY MARKDEEVY MARK IFAFIFAF AMBHRAMBHR
4343 FINNEGAN JASONFINNEGAN JASON IFAFIFAF AMFSRAMFSR
4646 FRAMPTON GRAHAMFRAMPTON GRAHAM IFAFIFAF AMFSRAMFSR
261261 WHITE ADRIANWHITE ADRIAN IFAFIFAF AMFUAMFU
155155 MAGILL JUDYMAGILL JUDY IFAFIFAF JFFSRJFFSR
2828 CAIRNS SUSANNACAIRNS SUSANNA IFAFIFAF SFFUSFFU
11 ADAMS GERRYADAMS GERRY IFAFIFAF SMFSRSMFSR

162162
McGOWNMcGOWN
WELLESLEYWELLESLEY IFAFIFAF SMFUSMFU

2929 CAIRNS WILLIAMCAIRNS WILLIAM IFAFIFAF VFFUVFFU
5454 HAND STEPHENHAND STEPHEN IFAFIFAF VMFSCVMFSC
242242 UPRICHARD DAVIDUPRICHARD DAVID IFAFIFAF VMFSRVMFSR
251251 VERNON MICHAELVERNON MICHAEL IFAFIFAF VMFSRVMFSR
6363 HORNER GORDONHORNER GORDON IFAFIFAF VMHBVMHB
154154 MAGILL BECKYMAGILL BECKY IFAFIFAF YAFFUYAFFU

EBHC 2022 (EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER CHAMPIONSHIPS)EBHC 2022 (EUROPEAN BOWHUNTER CHAMPIONSHIPS)

The  EBHC  2022  will  be  held  inThe  EBHC  2022  will  be  held  in
Confolens, France, between 24-June andConfolens, France, between 24-June and
2-July.  The event  was originally  planned2-July.  The event  was originally  planned
for  2020  but  has  been  postponed  twicefor  2020  but  has  been  postponed  twice
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Currently,due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Currently,
1458  archers  are  registered.  However,1458  archers  are  registered.  However,
there are places available with room for atthere are places available with room for at
least 200 more entrants. least 200 more entrants. 

Getting to Confolens is relatively easyGetting to Confolens is relatively easy
due to the various travel options available.due to the various travel options available.
Limoges  airport  is  just  40-minutes’  driveLimoges  airport  is  just  40-minutes’  drive
away whilst Bordeaux and La Rochelle areaway whilst Bordeaux and La Rochelle are
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approximately 2-hours’ drive away. Alternatively, for those wishing to driveapproximately 2-hours’ drive away. Alternatively, for those wishing to drive
there are several  land-and-sea routes to choose from. This is a beautifulthere are several  land-and-sea routes to choose from. This is a beautiful
area  of  France  and  is  well  worth  taking  some  time  out  to  visit  localarea  of  France  and  is  well  worth  taking  some  time  out  to  visit  local
attractions.attractions.

The  IFAA  BowhunterThe  IFAA  Bowhunter
Championship  formatChampionship  format
comprises of two Unmarkedcomprises of two Unmarked
Animal  Rounds  (3-arrow),Animal  Rounds  (3-arrow),
one 3D Standard Round (2-one 3D Standard Round (2-
arrow) and one 3D Huntingarrow) and one 3D Hunting
Round  (1-arrow).  Over  theRound  (1-arrow).  Over  the
course  of  the  week  (Mon-course  of  the  week  (Mon-
Fri)  archers  will  have  oneFri)  archers  will  have  one
rest-day.  Ahead  of  therest-day.  Ahead  of  the
tournament, registration andtournament, registration and
practice  facilities  are  open.practice  facilities  are  open.
Book-ending  theBook-ending  the
Championships  is  theChampionships  is  the
‘opening  ceremony’  and‘opening  ceremony’  and
‘closing  ceremony’,  the‘closing  ceremony’,  the
latter  is  when  the  Awardslatter  is  when  the  Awards
Ceremony  and  BanquetCeremony  and  Banquet
takes place.takes place.

In 2014 when France last hosted an EBHC, 20 members of IFAFIn 2014 when France last hosted an EBHC, 20 members of IFAF
competed, five of whom won medals! Next year there will be 27 members ofcompeted, five of whom won medals! Next year there will be 27 members of
IFAF competing at the Tournament.IFAF competing at the Tournament.

## Card #Card # NameName CountryCountry StyleStyle CC
349349 275275 EADY SharonEADY Sharon IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R AA
907907 17651765 MCDERMOTT DavidMCDERMOTT David IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R AA
10141014 14231423 O'GRADY AlanO'GRADY Alan IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R AA
348348 280280 EADY OliviaEADY Olivia IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R JJ
197197 14251425 CARROLL PadraigCARROLL Padraig IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R JJ
347347 304304 EADY GerardEADY Gerard IFAFIFAF BB-RBB-R YY
364364 427427 ELLINGWORTH LynnELLINGWORTH Lynn IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
10841084 194194 POWER CatherinePOWER Catherine IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
253253 18921892 CURTIS JeffCURTIS Jeff IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
350350 311311 EADY TonyEADY Tony IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
694694 309309 KEHOE EdwardKEHOE Edward IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
908908 17681768 MCDONALD LiamMCDONALD Liam IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
952952 18901890 MOLONEY JamesMOLONEY James IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
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11111111 18911891 RENTES BryanRENTES Bryan IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R AA
693693 316316 KEHOE AmyKEHOE Amy IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R JJ
10151015 14241424 O'GRADY SeanO'GRADY Sean IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R JJ
692692 439439 KAVANAGH HelenKAVANAGH Helen IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R VV
906906 17661766 MCDERMOTT AaronMCDERMOTT Aaron IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R YY
10851085 212212 POWER KevinPOWER Kevin IFAFIFAF BH-RBH-R YY
254254 18931893 CURTIS KarlCURTIS Karl IFAFIFAF BUBU AA
285285 19441944 DEMPSEY TerryDEMPSEY Terry IFAFIFAF BUBU VV
460460 15161516 GAYNOR PatGAYNOR Pat IFAFIFAF FS-CFS-C VV
9191 19421942 BENTON DanielBENTON Daniel IFAFIFAF FUFU AA
346346 299299 EADY CoreyEADY Corey IFAFIFAF FUFU JJ
12431243 434434 SHIEL JohnSHIEL John IFAFIFAF LBLB SS
928928 450450 BOERS MarjanBOERS Marjan IFAFIFAF TRTR AA

517517 19431943
GRIFFITHS  BENTONGRIFFITHS  BENTON
ShannonShannon IFAFIFAF TRTR JJ

WFAC 2022 (WORLD FIELD ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS)WFAC 2022 (WORLD FIELD ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS)

The WFAC 2022 will be held in Tahkuranna, inThe WFAC 2022 will be held in Tahkuranna, in
the southwestern area of Estonia, between 5 -13the southwestern area of Estonia, between 5 -13
August. August. 
WFAC  has  been  similarly  affected  by  twoWFAC  has  been  similarly  affected  by  two
postponements  due  to  the  global  pandemic.postponements  due  to  the  global  pandemic.
Having originally reached its maximum capacityHaving originally reached its maximum capacity
of 600, the revised number of confirmed entriesof 600, the revised number of confirmed entries
is  532.  Archers  on  the  Waiting  List  will  beis  532.  Archers  on  the  Waiting  List  will  be
contacted in January to determine whether theycontacted in January to determine whether they

wish to take a freed-up place.wish to take a freed-up place.

WFAC 2022 has the largest representation of members at any IFAAWFAC 2022 has the largest representation of members at any IFAA
Field Championship with 13 entriesField Championship with 13 entries
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Field championships have five consecutive days of shooting (Mon-Field championships have five consecutive days of shooting (Mon-
Fri). Field events use all marked-distance rounds on paper faces. Field andFri). Field events use all marked-distance rounds on paper faces. Field and
Hunter are target rounds. The format of the tournament is 1) Field, 2) Hunter,Hunter are target rounds. The format of the tournament is 1) Field, 2) Hunter,
3) Marked Animal, 4) Field and 5) Hunter. The tournament officially starts3) Marked Animal, 4) Field and 5) Hunter. The tournament officially starts
with the opening of registration and practice facilities. The ‘opening parade’with the opening of registration and practice facilities. The ‘opening parade’
and ceremony are held the day before shooting. The Awards Ceremony andand ceremony are held the day before shooting. The Awards Ceremony and
Banquet are held the day after the final day of shooting.Banquet are held the day after the final day of shooting.

Tallinn International Airport is located 2 hours away from Tahkuranna.Tallinn International Airport is located 2 hours away from Tahkuranna.
There  are  options  to  fly  into  other  neighbouring  countries  and drive  intoThere  are  options  to  fly  into  other  neighbouring  countries  and drive  into
Estonia. Pärnu city and its beach, is a popular tourist resort and is well worthEstonia. Pärnu city and its beach, is a popular tourist resort and is well worth
a  visit  whilst  in  the  area.  A  visit  to  historic  Tallinn  is  also  highlya  visit  whilst  in  the  area.  A  visit  to  historic  Tallinn  is  also  highly
recommended.recommended.
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Holidays with a plus Holidays with a plus 
By Laurent VuilleBy Laurent Vuille

On the shores of Lake Lucerne in central Switzerland, in the Canton ofOn the shores of Lake Lucerne in central Switzerland, in the Canton of
Nidwald, sits the archery shooting range Emmetten Bogenpark. To access it, youNidwald, sits the archery shooting range Emmetten Bogenpark. To access it, you
need to take a cable car that will bring you at the heart of the Klewenalp-Stockhütteneed to take a cable car that will bring you at the heart of the Klewenalp-Stockhütte
ski slopes; but don’t worry between May and October you won’t see any snow. Theski slopes; but don’t worry between May and October you won’t see any snow. The
course consists of a loop walk of 34 3D targets, all within IFAA distances; there’scourse consists of a loop walk of 34 3D targets, all within IFAA distances; there’s
even a practice butt (3D and 2D). Half-way through the loop (T17) there is a picniceven a practice butt (3D and 2D). Half-way through the loop (T17) there is a picnic
place with few places to sit and a grill  for barbecue. At the top of the cable carplace with few places to sit and a grill  for barbecue. At the top of the cable car
station, there’s a restaurant and toilets and in the village of Emmetten, you will findstation, there’s a restaurant and toilets and in the village of Emmetten, you will find
plenty of accommodations, shops, restaurants and other services. plenty of accommodations, shops, restaurants and other services. 
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Price per Adult for 1 day: the cable car and parcours (as ofPrice per Adult for 1 day: the cable car and parcours (as of
October 2021): CHF 30October 2021): CHF 30

More  info  about  directions,  opening  times  and  up-to-dateMore  info  about  directions,  opening  times  and  up-to-date
prices: prices: https://www.bogenpark.ch/bogenpark-emmetten/

A great place to enjoy archery, scenery and a nice walk in theA great place to enjoy archery, scenery and a nice walk in the
forest for the whole family (there’s a children park at the top offorest for the whole family (there’s a children park at the top of
the cable car as well).the cable car as well).

https://www.bogenpark.ch/bogenpark-emmetten/
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Wexford Archery SBG 14/11/2021Wexford Archery SBG 14/11/2021
By Olivia Reynolds age 12By Olivia Reynolds age 12
(Pictures in this article are courtesy of Owen Reynolds and Eddie Ryan)(Pictures in this article are courtesy of Owen Reynolds and Eddie Ryan)

On the 14th of November I went to Wexford archery for the SBG 3D, 36On the 14th of November I went to Wexford archery for the SBG 3D, 36
targets and I shot in a group of four including Marjan Boers , Lynn Ellingworth & mytargets and I shot in a group of four including Marjan Boers , Lynn Ellingworth & my
dad. We shot 18 targets and then we had a break for hot chocolate and buns. Afterdad. We shot 18 targets and then we had a break for hot chocolate and buns. After
that we went back out for the rest. The targets were everywhere: from the top ofthat we went back out for the rest. The targets were everywhere: from the top of
steep hills to the bottom of deep slopes. The crocodile target was nearly impossiblesteep hills to the bottom of deep slopes. The crocodile target was nearly impossible
to see because it blended into the scenery and looked like a log. I even felt a bitto see because it blended into the scenery and looked like a log. I even felt a bit
guilty when I shot the adorable squirrel holding an acorn and felt bad because myguilty when I shot the adorable squirrel holding an acorn and felt bad because my
dad said it squeaked (witch of course it didn’t). There was a giant wasp target thatdad said it squeaked (witch of course it didn’t). There was a giant wasp target that
was scary. I was the only one in my category which is Cub Female Trad and I waswas scary. I was the only one in my category which is Cub Female Trad and I was
elated when I won first place and a toffee crisp. Everyone was super nice, and Ielated when I won first place and a toffee crisp. Everyone was super nice, and I
had great fun.had great fun.
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